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INTRODUOriON

The Prairie soils developed from Peorian loess in southwestern lom
were divided into three major soil series by Broira (6)* in I536,

Thes.e

v/ere the Ifershall, Taraa and Grimdy series, and each series \7as related to
one of the three loess areas recognized by Brovm in southwestern Iowa,
The Ivfershall series occurred in the "Iviissouri loess area"; the Griondy series
occurred in the "southern Iowa loess area"; and the Ikiaa series occiirred in
the "Mssissippi loess area",

Tlie Tama*'!' series was mapped in this area

because these soils had greater acidity than the lifeirshall series.

On the

basis of that classification,, no functional relationship was indicated be
tween these soil series and the different loess areas.
Studies by Bray (3,

4 ) on a "maturity series" of loess-derived soils

in Illinois indicate that a functional relationship exists between soil
series and loess pattern as one proceeds avjay from the Ivlississippi River,
the apparent source of supply of the loessial material,

ICrumbein (20)

studied the depth of the loessial material in Illinois as he proceeded east
from the Mssissippi River and found that it thinned in a definite pattern,
lliese studies suggested that there should also be a functional relation
ship betv/een the Prairie soil series and loess pattern in southwestern Iowa;,
However, at the time this study began in 1935» little or no quantitative
data on the soils were available to shov/ vAiether or not a relationship does

* Figures in parentheses refer to literature cited,
** At the time this study was begun, there vras sane q.uestion-as to v/hether
or not the Ifeima series should be mapped in this area as indicated by estab
lishment of the Sharpsburg series as a tentative soil series when the Taylor
Cbunty survey was initiated in the fall of 1939,
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exist.
There has been much interest in and many studies nade on the loess
deposits over the past 100 years.

These deposits occur in many parts of

the world, and much controversy has existed as to the origin and time of
deposition of the material.

Most workers are now agreed that loess is of

eolian origin, but there is still some disagreement as to its relationship
to the ice age with which it is associated.
The Peorian loess, which is only one of several loess deposits of dif
ferent ages, is considered (1?) to have been deposited in the intraglacial
subage between the lowan glaciation and the Ifenlcato subage of the V/isconsin
glaciation.

It covers a considerable portion of vrestern, southern and

eastern Iowa lying on the uplands east of the Mssouri River in western
and southern Iowa, and east and southeast of the lowan glacial border in
eastern and southeastern Iowa extending to the Mississippi River,
This study on the Peorian loess deposits in southwestern lov© was
undertaken to determine the pattern of the distribution and major sovurce of
supply of the loess; to determine whether or not a fimctional relationship
exists between the Prairie soils developed from this material and its pat
tern of distribution; and to determine some of the morphological charac
teristics, and physical and chemical differences between soils developed
on different thicknesses of the material which might be used in furthering
the soil classification in that area.

HETCRIOkL

Classification of the Loess-derived
Piairie Soils in the Area Studied

laioivledge of the chemical and physical characteristics of soils has
progressed rapidly in the past few decades, and so our ability for recog
nizing rele-vant differences that exist between soils have come into sliarper
focus.

Ivlfeiny revisions have been inade in the soil series established by the

earlier surveys (2j, IpL),

Revisions of the soil series recognized in south

western lov/a by Brown (6) have also been made.

The Ivfarshall series

The lifeirshall series has been mapped over a v/ide area in Iowa and in
surrounding states with both glacial till and loess as its parent imterial.
The soil survey of Story County, Iowa (26) published in I904 showed 88,3
per cent of the land area in the county as belonging to the Ivfershall series.
The soils were described as they occur in the field and the parent mterial
v^as described as of glacial origin,
V/hitney (41) in I9II described the Ivfershall and associated soil series
stating that the soil surveys had progressed far enough at that time so
that

7;ith

the material in. hand it had been possible to straighten out the

difficulties which existed betvreen series by redefining and reclassifying
the parent materials from which the soils v/ere formed.

This reclassifica

tion confined the soils of the Ifershall series to loessial parent material
only but the series was not limited in the area over which it v/as mapped.
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He described the series as "covering wide aieas in the prairies of the north
west",
lihrbut (25) and Brown (6) describe the soils of the L,fersliall series in
lovra as derived from loessial parent material in a belt in western lom
which extends from the northern to the southern part of the state and into
the third tier of comties east of the western boundary of the state.

Brown

(6) in describing this series shows one soil type in southwestern Iowa but
describes three phases, the phases varying from the level topogiaphic posi
tion to the steep topographic position.

Subseq.uent to this time the level

phase I.fershall has been separated from the series as the Mnden (15'b) and
Primgliar series and the steep phase has been separated as the Mills series.
The Ivfershall series is now confined to the soils of the gently undulating
uplands and loess-covered old terraces (see Figure 1),

The 'Haraa. series

The Tama series as described by Brown (6) is developed from loessial
material on gently imdulating to sharply rolling topography.

This series was

described as having been developed on loess from v/hich the lime has been
leached from the upper layers.

It differs from the Ivfershall soils, accord

ing to Brown (6), in that the color of the subsoil is lighter in color.
This series is described by Brown (6) as occurring in the IvSississippi loess
area in southern and eastern lovra..

It varies vjidely in its description,,

varying from a loamy fine sand type to a silt loam type.
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The Taiaa series has been progressively revised (15h) since this
studj' was begun and is now recognized only on the gently undulating up
lands and loess-covered old terraces, in the coarser textured loess
area in the eastern part of lova.

The Grundy series

The Grundy series has been napped over an extensive area which in
cludes lovia, iassoiiri, Nebraska, Ifensas, and Illinois,

It is described

by Eice (29) in Iowa and Missouri as a soil developed from loessial
parent material on smooth to almost level topography and having some
what restricted drainage.

Bays' (11) description of the Grundy series

in southeastern and east central Nebraska vras similar to the descrip
tion made by Rice (29) insofar as parent material, topography and drain
age are concerned.

The description differs somewhat from the descrip

tion of Rice in that in Nebraska the series was described as having a
structureless sxirface horizon and a lamiiaated or platy zone just below
the surface horizon.

The Grundy series described by Rice had a granular

surface and lacked the platy zone.

In Nebraska some of the soils mapped

in the Grimdy series also had a zone of lime accumulation just below the
zone of maximum clay accumulation or it had a parent material which was
calcareous.
l/Iissouri,

These features v/ere absent in the Grundy series of lov®. and

'B&ys recognized that the Grundy series in Nebraska needed to be

revised to remove some of the variations which were being included, and the
following year he (12) split the Grundy series into several different
series on the basis of profile differences.

In a footnote Hays indicates

-7-

that subsequent to his study, the soils formerly mapped under the Grundy
series had been csorrelated as new soil types and the name discontinued in
Nebraska,
Brovm (6) described the Grundy series which occurs in south central
Io¥ra, as a soil developed from loessial parent material.

The surface layer

vias described as ranging from black to bi-ovra; the upper subsoil as mottled,
heavy, and rather plastic when v/et and Irnrd when dry; the subsoil v;as des
cribed as having a light gray color, mottled vath yellow and rust broivn.
This series vjas mapped on the flat uplands and on slopes of moderate gradi
ent,

Subseq.uent studies have indicated that the Grundy series described by

Brovm had too wide a range.

At the present time the Grundy series of Iowa

is recognized as occurring in the Shelby-Grundy-Haig and Grundy-Eaig soil
association areas (see Figiore 1),
From the foregoing discussion it is evident that the Ifershall, Tama and
Grundy series were mapped very widely and with many •variatioaas.

However,

these series have been redefined in recent years (15^) when sufficient in
formation was available to indicate that revisions were necessary.

When

this study was begiai in 1939 only these three Prairie soil series vrere recog
nized along traverse Ro, 1 in Iowa (see Figure 1),

At the present time five

series of the Prairie Gr^t Soil Group are recognized on the gently undvilating uplands along this traverse.

This indicates that our knowledge of the

soil properties has been rapidly increasing.

Distribution of Feorian Loess in Southwestern Iowa

Brown (6) divided the loess-covered area of western and southern Iowa
into three loess areas; namely, Mssouri loess. Southern Iowa loess, and
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tlississippi loess.

He stated that the material was deposited by winds pre

sumably from the v/est and made these separations on the basis of depth of
the loess and on color of the material#

He stated that the Mssourl loess

is found deposited on the uplands in. the western counties from the northern
to the southern boundaries of the state, and that it extended into the
second or third tier of counties east of the Mssouri River,

The deposits

were observed to be very thick along the Mssom?! River often extending to
a depth of 100 feet or more and to thin toward the east ujitil only a thin
mantle of loess ial mterial reciains in the eastern-most counties of this
area.

The Southern Iowa loess area covered all of the southern Iowa counties

except those in the extreme eastern and extreme western parts of the state.
It extended over much of the land in the three tiers of counties north of
the Islissouri state line.

The loess in this area was observed to be much

thinner than the loess in the other tv/o areas, and it was stated that, it was
apt to be lighter in color.

It vjas stated that the Idississippi loess oc

curred in the eastern counties of the state along the Ivlississippi River
often extending into the second tier of counties west of the river and cover
ing large parts of the counties in the eastern central and southern parts of
the state.

It resembled the Mssouri loess except that it vra.s not as deep

and was without lime in the subsoil.

The depth was stated to be variable

but with a range of 20-25 feet on the average,
ITie soil series mapped in these different loess areas were not func
tionally related to the loess pattern by Brown (6), and the series clianged
at the loess area boundaries,

Kis separations into the three loess areas

apparently \vere mads on the basis of casual field observations and ?dthout
(juantitative depth measurements.

Soil series within the areas were sub
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divided into phases xmicla probably varied as much as the differences which
existed between the loess areas.

The separations into the three loess

areas and into different and unrelated soil series are not thouglit to be
justified when viewed in the light of quantitative physical and chemical
data on these soils and on the mterial from which they have developed.
liferbut (25) described the loess-derived Prairie soils of the area under
study in a general nature,

The Ivfershall belt is described as a wide belt of

soils occurring in western and southwestern lovja.

The color characteristics

remained about the same, but these soils varied to some extent in acidity in
the profile and to a considerable extent in the greater leaching of calcium
carbonate from the subsoil in the southern part of the belt as compared to
the northern part.
On a map shovdng the distribution of parent materials of the soils of
the United States, tferbut (25) breaics the continuity of the Peorian loess
belt in southv/estern lof^a.

The break is made at a point approximately south

of the west edge of the Jfenlcato lobe of the V/isconsin glaciation and shows
the parent material for a narrow north-south band to be of glacial origin.
Apparently from the generalized study made at that time, I.fe.rbut thought that
the loess dex'ived from the li/Iissouri River bottom was not an extensive area
and further that the loess of south central Iowa vjas derived from another
source.

He made no attempt to relate the parent material of the loessial

soils of south central lovra to those of the l&rshall belt,
Eay and Graham (I9) published a contour map in their report of 19^ll in
which they show the depth of Peorian loess in lov/a.

Their map apparently

indicates average thicknesses over the entire landscape rather than the
thickness of loess in imeroded locatioi^s.
\

Their map indicates that the
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thickest loess occur near the Iviissouri River in Tlarrison, southern Monona,
and northern Pottavrattamie counties and thins least lapidly in a west to
east direction.

The contovirs near the river show a maxinum depth of 80 feet

and show very rapid thinning in all directions so that depths in south cen
tral lovja indicate a thickness of only 2 feet at the point v/here traverse
No. 1 (see Figure 1) crosses the IOIT®-Missouri state line and a thickness
of between 3 and 10 feet where traverse No. 2 (see Figure 1) crosses the
state line.
These values, as reported by ifey and Graham (I9) are considerably lower
than those observed in the present study, shovm in Table 1, Jjy depth borings
tlarotighout southwestern Iowa,

It is considered that the loess-thickness

values given by lay are not of sufficient detail in the characterization of
the topographic features of the loess-derived soils or for use in the
classification of the soils in the area.

The Mode of Loess Deposition

Waen scientists began to study the loessial material which they fovind
in the Ivlississippi valley it ms generally agreed to be of aq.ueoi-is origin,
Shimek (32) in his reviev/ of early literature tells of the methods which
the early investi^tors used to demonstrate tliat the loess was of aq.ueous
origin.

These investigators proposed that a large lake covered the area in

southvrestern lova nov; covered by Peorian loess and that the inequalities of
elevations of the loess could be explained by the raising and lovrering of
the shore line.

They also placed much of their proof of the aqueous origin-

on the fact that aquatic and semi-aquatic rnollusk shells were foimd in the
loess deposits.

Shimek (32) goes into great detail to show that the fossil

11 -

Table 1
Distribution of loess in southwestern Iowa
Distance from
Depth of Loess
Source in
Miles
in Inches
10.25
20.5
33.0
55.0
65.5
83.5

680
603

•483
338
284
242

88..0

186

$8»5
117-5
155.0
167.5

169

0.1
1.56
6.88
16.4
30.6

46.85
66»4
86»7
157.0
175 »o
257.0

144
102
95
1379
1231

682
390
262
234

184
150

75
71
50

Location
Township Range
Section
North West
Traverse Ito. 1
M HE ME 16
83
43
SW SE SW 14
82
42
-mi KE itE 27
81
40
IIE NE
21
79
37
NE M? NE 12
77
37
SE S?/ SE 14
76
34
mi NE
18
75
33
SE SE NE 3
32
74
NW
14
30
73
SE SE
8
69
25
mi m SE 1

67

23

Traverse No., 2
11
Council Bluffs
S?/ SE HE 2
S¥/ KW NW 4
HE SE NW 1
SE SE SW 4
Middle 20

75
75
74
73
71

44
44
43

70

37
35

67
61

32
24
22
11

SY/

M SW

Sec. 26
Sec.. 5
Sec. 10

33

68

57
51

41
40

County

State

ibnona
Ivfonona
Shelby
Shelby
Ckss
Cfess
Adair
Adair
Union
Itecatur
Wayne

Iowa
Iowa
losa
loTsa
Iowa
loTO
Iowa
Iowa
lotsa
Iowa
Iowa

Pottawatamie
Fottawatajnie
Pottawatamie
Mils
IVtontgomery
Page
Ifeiylor
Taylor
Grundy
Livingstone
Boone

lova
Iowa
Iowa
lova
Iowa
lom
lom
lovia
Mo»*

* t&ta of G. D, Smith and W, D. Shrader from personal cammuni cation.

Mo.*
Mo.*
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smil shells foimd in the loess deposits are not much different from those
found iiL the area today.

He concludes from his observations that the loess

was deposited under temperate conditions and that there vjas considerable
forest vegetation present in the area at the time of deposition.

He also

points out the difference in thiclcness of loess near the Llissouri River as
compared to the thidmess near the lovran drift border in Cferroll County,
lo^.

From all his observations he considered the loess to be of eolian

origin,
Leighton (23), in a study of the loess south and east of the lovsa drift
sheet, showed that the loess isas thickest near the edge of the drift sheet
and decreases as one proceeds in a southeasterly direction.

He concluded

that the loi^n drift sheet had been the source of supply of that loess and
that the general prevailing winds had been from the northwest during the
loess deposition period.
Chamberlain (7) presented a hypothesis for the deposition of loess ad
jacent to the large river bottoms.

He proposed that the silt load from the

glacial melt mters was deposited on the large river flats during the summer
periods when the glacier vas melting and that during the subsequent winter
periods, when there vsas no melting of the ice, the silts v/ould be picked up
by strong storm winds and deposited as dust on the adjoining uplands.

This

theory has been accepted as a plausible explanation of loess deposition by
many workers and seems to be the logical theory from which to vrork in the pre
sent study.

Time of Loess Deposition

The time at which loess deposition occurred is a subject on which there
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has "been much controversy.
over a long period of time.

Presumably, loess deposition could have occurred
It could have occurred (a) during the maximum

extension of the glacial cycle with which it is associated, (b) during the
retreat of the glacier, (c) during the long interglacial period, or (d) it
could have occurred during all of these eras.
That the time of loess deposition is important in the present study is
brought out by m.y (1?) in a study of the gumbotils in Iowa associated with
the different glaciations.

He points out that the gumbotil is a product of

chemical weathering of the glacial material on a peneplain, and thus gives
Some information as to the relative time involved betw^een glaciations.
following average thicknesses of gumbotils are reportedt

The

(a) Nebraskan - 8

to 9 feetf j^nsan - more than 11 feet; Illinoian - 4 to 6 feet} lowan - none.
It would be desirable to know whether the bulk of the Peorian loess were de-posited near the maximum extension of the lowan glacier or later in the
glacial cycle in order to have a benchmark for considering the length of
time these soils have been subjected to leathering processes.
Several hypothesis have been advanced as to the time at which the de
position of the Peorian loess occurred.

The observations of the worker re

ported below were made mostly in loifa or Illinois,
Shimek (32) thoxight deposition was during the interglacial period, as
evidenced by the presence of snail shells which belong to the temperate
region.

He reasoned that temperate conditions would not have prevailed at

any other time in the glacial cycle.
Hobbs (14), in a recent study of a receding glacier in Greenland, found
that during the summer months the ice melted and deposited glacial debris on
an outwash plain.

Then at the end of the summer season the naterial on the
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out-wash plain dried quickly and the winds blowing off the glacier picked up
the finer material and deposited it at varying distances from the glacier.
Yisher (39) concluded that deposition occurred during the retreat of
the ice emphasizing presence of pebble bands at the base of the loess de
posits.
Tuck (37) has given an excellent description of present day loess de
position in the ifetanuslja Valley in Alaska,
small, being 10 miles wide and 20 miles long.

The area of deposition is quite
The glacier is only about 20

niiles away from the deposition area, and he states that from the neighboring
mountains in dry weather, and even in winter, a pall of dust is visible over
the area.

In some localities section corners staked out in I9I3 were found

to be covered with several inches of soil in 1935•

This glacier is receding

at the present time,
Leighton (24) does not believe the so-called interglacial stage was
long enoiigh to permit the deposition of the Peorian loess.

He observed that

the calcareous Peorian loess rests on calcareous lowan till and both above
and below calcareous Wisconsin till.

He states that "the lowan and Wiscon

sin glacial stages were not separated by an interglacial interval.

While

the lowan ice was being melted away and the labradorean ice center was be
coming dominant, the Peorian loess was being deposited".

The Relationship of Loess Depth and Soil Development
to Distance from the Loess Soiirce

Jfeny obsermtions can be found in the literature v/hich refer to the
depth of the loess deposits of the llississippi and Missouri valleys, but
there have been only two instances (20, 34) where it has been possible to
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find quantitative measurements of loess thinning data, and one (20) of these
seems only semi-quantitative in nature,
i£rumbein (20) made a study of loess thickness along the Mississippi
River near Lomax and Eallas CiLty, Illinois.

His measurements v/ere made in

road cuts apparently without the help of borings.

He observed that the loess

thinned between the distances of 2 and 9 miles from the river according to
the eq.mtion Y • e raised to the minus O.iyX, where Y is the depth of loess
and X is the distance from the blijff,

He was unable to detect any thinning

by his method of measurement between 9 and 13 miles from the bluff,

Krimbein

recognized that his equation would greatly underestimate the thickness of
the loess at the river bluff, but expressed the opinion that a part of the
thickness there might be due to the piling up of sands from the river flat;
Smith

(34) made studies of the loess in Illinois along two traverses.

One traverse ran from northwestern Jfenard County in a southeasterly direc
tion through San^mon, Christian, Shelby, Fayette, and Elffingham Couuties,
and the other started in St, GLair County near Collinsville and ran in an
east-southeast direction through St, GLair, Clinton, and Jefferson Counties,
He made studies of the thickness of the San^mon and Peorian loess sheets
separately, separating the two on a tasis of color and of effervescence with
acid.
Smith fomd that the rate of thinning of the loess with distance from
its source is a linear function, of the logarithm of the distance.

He used

an eq.vation of the type Y s A-B log X, where Y is the observed depth, A is
a constant equal to the loess depth one mile from the bluff, and B is the
slope of the curve.

He used this type of equation rather than the type used

by lirumbein (20) because he concluded that it fitted the data much better
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near the loess source.

Smith pointed out that either his or Ei*umbein's type

of eq.uation fits the data equally well at distances of more than 20 miles
from the bluff.
Smith made a study of the mean particle size of the calcareous loess at
varying distances from the river bluffs.

He found that, within limits of

error, differences in the texture of the loess bear a linear relationship to
the lo^rithm of the distance from the bluff.
He (34) also made an extensive study of the carbonate content of the
lower quarter of the Peorian loess sheet and found that the carbonate content
decreases as the loess thins.

He found the relationship between the carbo

nate content and the loess thickness could be expressed by the eq.TJation
y r a-b ^ where Y eq.uals the percent of carbonates, x eq.uals the loess at
X

the time of deposition, and b equals the loss of carbonates during the period
of deposition.

The carbonate loss due to leaching during the deposition of

the first quarter of the Peorian loess -was foiind to be approxinately half as
great as the leaching loss in the entire period subsequent to the loess de
position, showing that the deposition of the loess was very slov;.
From his study. Smith concluded that the differences in the profiles of
the grassland soils found in loess deposits of varying thicknesses are at
tributable (a) to the difference in the age of that portion of the loess in
v/hich the solum is developed, and (b) to a possible influence of the substratimi, either throu^ direct mixing with the loess by animals or throu^
the return of bases of other nutrient elements to the surface by grasses.
Bray (3) made a study of a group of soils developed from Peorian loess
in Illinois which comprised the I.'bnmouth-Grundy-Harrison-Putnam-GLsne "matu
rity series".

He concluded thats

(3» p. 63)

• • . • • the secondary silicates occur mainly in the colloidal
condition in all horizons as iron and aluminum silicates of
potassium and magnesium. The portion finer than 1 micron con
tains most of this material, Tliese secondary silicates were
found to have many properties vdth the isomorphous series which
beidelite and nontromite are end members and also Ydth sericite,*
a potash clay. Colloidal materials start forming early in the
weathering process before the carbonates have been leached away,
and its period of greatest formation and downvrard movement occurs
before the soil has developed any marked acidity,.
He (3) also concluded that the coarser-sized colloid particles weathered
to a finer-sized colloid lower in potassium and higher in magnesium and iron
than the residual coarser fraction.

He said that this leaves the surface

soil colloid lower in iron and magnesium and higher in-potassium, while it
louvers the potassium and increases the iron and magnesium content of the
whole colloid of the accumulative horizon.

V/hile he (3) did not determine

the size of the fraction most subject to movement, he believed that it was
well below 50 millimicrons in size.
According to Bray

(3,

p. 65)

• , * , • the processes of soil development in the soils studied
and, therefore, the production of individual soil tj.'pes has been
in gi-eat part a matter of the formtion, the breakdovni to smaller
size, and the movement and the accumumulation of the silicate col
loids as modified by other soil forming factors. The future de
velopment of these soils under the more acid weathering conditions
now developing may be the breakdown of the silicates to the free
oxides of aluminum, iron, and silicon,
Eay and Graham (I9) have summarized all of the data aTOilable on the
physical and chemical studies of the Peorian loess in lov/a.

They described

in general terms the fact that the loess is thicker near the Ivlissouri River
and east of the lowan drift sheet and tliat it thins in an easterly direction.
They presented mechanical analysis data v/hich show that the percent of the
finer fractions increase with increasing distance east of the Missouri River,

^ Tliis clay mineral has been called Illite by Grim ( 9 ) ,

T
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Likewise, they showed that the loess becomes finer in northeastern Iowa with
increasing distance from the lovsa till border.

They give chemical analyses

of samples showing the contents of the minerals present.

The analyses show

close similarities, the greatest variations being in the Si02 content.
They (I9) review the presence of the fossil vertebrates and inverte
brates pointing out the scaracity of the fossil vertebrates.

This paucity

is explained by assuming that conditions were not favoiable for the preser
vation of animal remains because of the slowness of deposition of the loess.
They also give evidence from a comparison of modern snail fatma and present
day forms which suggests that the plant geography of Iowa in Peorian time
was little different from that of today except possibly for a greater ad
mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees in the forest.

This would indi

cate that the forest in Peorian time resembled the present day forest of
tlinnesota and Wisconsin,

According to ifey and Giaham (I9), a constant

forest-piairie relationship over the state as a whole seems to have per
sisted from Peorian time until the present, although the faunal profiles of
the thick loess near the lowan glacial border show a general change from
deep forest conditions during early loess deposition to forest border or
prairie conditions during upper loess deposition,
T/hiteside and Lfershall (40) reported a study of the Putnam silt loam
and Cowden silt loam, geographically situated in northeastern Ivlissouri and
southwestern Illinois, respectively,

Ivforphological information, mechanical

analysis, volume weights, total carbon, base exchange capacity, and total
exchangeable bases on the v/hole soil and minerological and x-ray studies on
the soil separates were included in their study.
on very thin deposits of leached Peorian loess.

These soils were developed
They concluded that the
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parent material v/as perhaps the dominating soil forming factor in explain
ing the difference in total clay content of these two soils.

The clay

formed during soil formation showed a large proportion of the fine size
fractions.

day movement during soil development was found to occur mainly

in the less than one-half micron size,

Investi^tions of the clay fractions

indicated a remarlsable similarity of each size fraction from the same part
of both profiles.

The coarest clay fractions were found to contain chiefly

q.uartz, with a little feldspar and a mixture of laolinite, illite, and montmorillonite types of clay minerals.

Below a one-tenth micron eq.ui"valent

diameter, the clays were shown to contain some illite and perhaps a najor
proportion of one of the montmorillonite • clay minerals,

^iteside and Ifer-

ahall concluded that one of the chief results of soil fornation in these
soils had been the production of clay minerals and their redistribution with
in the profile*.
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lylETHODS OF INVISTIG&TION

The Determination of the Distribution of
Peorian Loess in Southwestern Iowa

Description of area

The area covered by this study consists of approxinntely 25 counties,
in western and southvrestern and southern Iowa (Pigure No. 1).

Along the

western boundary of the state it is bounded by the Itissouri River bottom and
extends as far north as Y/oodbury and Ida Counties;; along the southern bound
ary it extends as far east as E&vis Cbuntyj; on the northeast it is masked
by the drift sheet of the l>lhnJcato substage of the Wisconsin glaciation and
by the lowan glacial drift plain,
i(hy and Apfel (18) have divided the area under study into two types of
topography, (a) loess depositional topography, and (b) loess erosional topo
graphy,

The loess depositional topography occurs near the itissouri river

where the Peorian loess is extremely thick.

It covers an area which is

23-30 miles wide in Monona and fferrison Counties, and which decreases to
3-3 miles in width in Mils and Fremont Counties.

The outlines of the ridge

summits in this area, when viewed from a distance so that the ridges aay be
seen a^inst the horizon, have a cloaracteristically wavy appearance.

The

slopes in. this area are steep, and the centers of the hills contain a core
of glacial till as evidenced by deep road cut exposures.

The present day

topography is more steep than was the topography prior to loess deposition.
This is indicated by observations that the slopes of the glacial till cores of
the hills in that area are less steep than the slopes of the present day topo
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graphy.
The remainder of the area under study, designated as loess erosional
topography by Eay and Apfel (18), iivas subdivided by those authors into two
types.

The dividing line runs from the Ifenliato glacial border in a southerly

direction through the middle of Cferroll and Audubon Counties, thence south
westerly through the southwestern comer of Cfess Cbxmty, and intersects the
Iowa-Mssouri state line at the southwestern corner of lage County (Figure
1)«

The area of loess erosional topography west of this line has a topo

graphy less steep than the area of loess depositional topography and has
ridge summits that are of egual height throughout the area.

According to

the authors (18), the present day topography is more steep than it was at
the beginning of the loess deposition, period, as evidenced by the slope of
the glacial till cores in. the present day hills.

Eay and Apfel (18) indicate

that the summit of the hills have been shifted to the east by a greater
amount of deposition of loess on the east-faciiig slopes as compared to the
depth of loess on the west-facing slopes.
The area east of the line separating the two types of loess erosional
topography has a present day topography that has not been influenced to any
marked extent by the deposition of the Peorian loess.

The loess is not as

deep in this area as in the areas closer to the Mssouri River and the amount
of loess deposited v/as in extremely small increments so that a change in the
topography would not be expected.
At the time Peorian loessdeposition began the uplands of southv/estern
Iowa were apparently occupied by soils developed from glacial drift of the

^Hereafter, the word loess vdll be lised to refer to Peorian loess,. If
loess of a different geological age is referred to, it will be specifically
named.

Eansan and Nebrasian glacial ages with some of the broad divides probably
occupied by soils developed from an older loess formation which is classified
as Loveland loess.

In the area designated as loess depositional topography,

the Peorian loess completely blankets these older upland soils except for
occasional till outcrops at the base of the slopes.

The topography of the

area is generally hilly to steep, and there are no tabular divides.

Pro

ceeding from the northwest to the southeast into the western area of loess
erosional topography the loess depth decreases rapidly and soils developed
from it occupy the small tabular divides,, the broad and narrow ridges and
upper part of the slopes while the soils developed from glacial till occupy
the lower slopes.

In this area the soils developed from till are often foxmd

to occupy positions further up the slope of those slopes which face the north
and west than on adjacent slopes which face south and east.

This nay indi

cate that the prevailing winds during loess deposition were from the north
west and that drifting occurred on the southeast side of the hills.
Proceeding further in a southeasterly direction into the eastern part of
the loess erosional topography area the soils developed from till occupy
positions farther up the slopes so that oftimes the narrow ridge tops are
occupied by till-derived soils while the soils developed from loess cap
only the broad ridge tops and broad flat areas which are comiaon ixt this area*
The slopes and narrow ridges do not have soils developed from loess at the
present time, either becaiise erosion since the end of the loess deposition
period has removed the thin layer of loess which v«iS deposited there, or be
cause erosion was active enough during loess deposition time, due to the
steepness of the landscape and lack of vegetation, that loess did not remain
in these positions.
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iJ^siirements of loess thickness

Tv/o parallel traverses (Figure llo, 1) were laid out in a northwest-

southeasterly direction parallel to wliat is thought to have been the general
prevailing wind direction during loess deposition time

(23),

In Itonona

Cbunty where the llissouri River bottom is widest, the dune-shaped hills
which form the bluff lines are found to be oddly shaped.

In general, they

are formed so that each successive dune-like hill extends in one general
direction, namely northeast-southwest.

This was thought to be a significant

feature, and was interpreted to be a direction normal to the prevailing winds
during the time of loess deposition.

For this reason it was decided to let

the traverse, which was to begin in this area, be normal to the general
direction of these loess ridges.

Traverse No, 1 begins at the Mssouri

River bluff adjacent to the wide river bottom in Monona County and extends
in a southeasterly direction, intersecting the lowa-lJissouri state line I7I
miles away in southwestern Wayne Cbunty,

Traverse No, 2 extends from the

Mssouri River bluff adjacent to the narrow river bottom at the northwestern
corner of the city limits of Council Bluffs, in a southeasterly direction,
intersecting the lowa-lvlissoiiri state line 90 miles away in southwestern Ring
gold Cbunty.
Borings to determine the thickness of loess were made manually on each
traverse with an extension auger.

The boring sites were located on tabular

divides, if such areas occurred, or on the broader ridge tops if no tabular
divides were present in the landscape.

In general, sizeable tabular divides

were foiind where the loess depth was less than 350~^00 inches, but there
were few or none where the depth of the loess was greater.
An auger, 1| inches in diameter, brazed to a three foot piece of 1/4
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inch

pipe and threaded to a handle, was used to bore into the loess.

Three foot extensions were added at proper intervals of depth.

The loess

brought up on the worm part of the auger vjas examined each time for texture
and color of the naterial,

Y/ith this device it vas possible to bring up a

vertical section of loess about 5 inches thick each time the auger viaa re
moved.
The thickness of Peorian loess isas taken as the vertical distance be
tween the earth's surface to the point where either (a) a heavy textrired
till, (b) a heavier-textured, reddish-brown Loveland loess, or (c) a darkcolored A. horizon of an old soil profile was brou^t up by the auger.

The

total thickness was simply taken by making a, measurement of the length of
the auger extending below the earth's surface when the contact was made.

In

the area studied the transition from Peorian loess to the heavy-textured
.glacial till is very distinct; the transition to the reddish-brovvn h^viertextured Loveland loess is generally recognizeable by both the reddish-brown
color and heavier texture; and the transition to the dark-colored M. horizon
of the old soil profile is generally quite distinct. The amount of mixing
by wind and animal action of these lower layers with the Peorian loess above
may influence the observed depths, but mixing ms not recognizeable at any
place where depth measurements were mde.
In those areas where the thickness of loess vjas greater than 300 inches
it was necessary to make borings in deep road cuts made through the broad
ridge tops by the State Highway Department,

Measurements greater than 300

inches were not possible with the equipment available.

This m.3 because the

weight of the soil mass above, together with the semi-liquid state of the
loess at the depth, caused the bored hole to close in.

Also, the auger be

came top heavy with a decided tendency to break in the threaded jcines at
that height.

It is recognized that depth measurements cade under these

conditions are approxiiiHtions only, because of the erosion that has occurred
since the time of loess deposition on those areas that were in a rolling
topographic position.
proached.
values.

The error involved increases as the bluff is ap

The thicicness figures in this general area represent minimum
On the other hand, geologic erosion on. the tabular divides is as

sumed to have been negligible, and measurements on these positions are con
sidered to be more accuiate and represent mayitnuTn values,
Jigure 1 shows, the position of the two traverses with the approximate
location of boring sites and observed thickness of Peorian loess at various
distances from the llissouri River bottom,

Tliis data is given in tabular

form, with exact location of boring sites in T^ble 1.

Included both in

Table 1 and Figtire 1 are three measurements made by G, D, Smith and
Shiader* in Missouri in an extension of Traverse Wo. 2,.
I is shown in graphical form in Figures 2 and 3,

D.

The data in Ikble

In Pigure 2 the thickness

of loess in inches in plotted a^inst the logarithm of the distance from
the river bluff.

In Figure 3 the logarithm of the loess thickness in inches

is plotted a^inst the distance in miles from the river bluff.
shovra the data according to the method used by Smith (3k)•
the data according to the method used by Krumbein (20),

Figure 2

Figure 3 shows

Both Krumbein (20)

and Smith (34) found that the rate of thinning of the loess occurred accord
ing to an exponential function.

The length of the traverses made by ICrum-

bein (20) was very short, about 7 miles, and the length of the traverses

*The author is indebted to Dr, Smith and Mr, Shrader for the use of
this data.
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made by Smith (34)f about 70 miles, v/ere considerably shorter than those
made in this study.

The area under study in Icwa could be extended to cover

a considerable portion of northern and eastern Llissouri without danger of
the influence of a secondary loess source, which was a factor in the length
of the traverses made by Smith,

mta in Figxrres 2 and 3 indicate that the

loess is thinning at some exponential rate, but it also indicates that no
simple equation of the type used by lirumbein (20) or Smith (34) can be used
to adequately describe the relationship.

Smith foiond a discontinuity in the

rate of thinning at about 20 miles from the river on his Traverse Ho, 2,
Then for the next 50 miles, the values of loess thickness in inches plotted
against the lo^rithm of the distance from the loess source gave a straight
line.

In the present study, this phenomena is demonstrated along Traverse

Ko, 2 in Figure 3,

Hovrever, in Figure 3 it is also shown that the slope of

the curve gradually decreases with increasing distance from the loess source,
ifed Smith (34) been able to extend his traverses without running into an ad
ditional source of loess, it is entirely possible that he would have been
able to show curves similar to the ones reported here.
No effort has been made to establish an empirical equation to describe
the lines shown in Figures 2 and 3, but it is believed that the thickness
of loess on the flat divides at any given distance from the river bluffs may
be estiiTBted with a reasonable degree of accuracy from either of the graphs.
The thickness of loess is somewhat different at equal distances from the
river blviff along Traverse No. 1 as compared to Traverse No, 2.

Chamberlain

(7) proposed the idea that the thickness of loess adjacent to the river
bottom was directly correlated with the width of the river bottom.
data

Smith's

(34) show that the loess deposits east of the I\Jississippi River in
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Illinois are thicker adjacent to the wider bottom.

The data in Table 1 shov/

that the loess is considerably thicker at equal distances from the wider
river bottom along Traverse No* 1 than from the narrov/ river bottom along
Traverses No». 2,

This seems logical from the standpoint of the amovtat of

material available for wind transportation*

Morphological Studies and Collection of Soil Profile Samples

Field studies were irade on the soils along Traverses No. 1 and No. 2
over a period of several years while this study was being made.
were confined to the loess-derived soils on slopes of 2.-S%»

The studies

Observations

were made on the thickness of the various horizons, and the visible soil
characteristics which indicate differences in the development of the soils
as eluviation of colloidal particles, structure of the different horizons
and thickness of the profile.

The soils along these traverses show a gradual

gradatioiL in. the degree of soil developaent, the relative naturity of the
soils increasing with increasing distance from the Missouri River bottom.
The increasing maturity is evidenced by increasing accimulation of clay and
size and shape of the EHcro-structure of the soil particles.

It is perhaps

important to stress here that significant differences cannot be found in the
soils immediately adjacent to but on different sides of the soil association
boundaries shown in Figure 1,
between the middle of the range

There are, however, significant differences
profiles of the difference series.

For

instance, little difference would be found between a Sharpsburg silty clay
loam profile taken near the Sharpsbiirg-Grundy soil association boundary and
a Grundy silty clay loam profile taken near the same Sharpsburg-Grundy soil
association boundary, but there are significant differences between the
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physical and chemical characteristics of the Sharps burg and Grundy series
when profiles are taken nearer the center of the soil association areas in
which these soils occur.
On the basis of these field studies six profiles were taken on the
gently undulating uplands along Traverse No. 1 and a similar number of pro
files were taken along Traverse No.. 2,

For the most part this study deals

with investigations made on the profiles along Traverse No. 1.

Physical

and chemical studies have been made on the profiles along Traverse No. 1 in
an effort to show some of the genetical differences that exist.

These soils

have been developed on ^vhat is thought to be a reasonably uniform tj'pe of
parent material of varying thickness and varying average particle size.

These

variations are believed to be due to the wind fractionation of the loessial
EH terial.
The climate (28) of this area is rather uniform varying in yearly pre
cipitation from

30

inches in Lfonona County to

34*5

inches in V/ayne Countyj

the average January temperature varies from 18°F,. in Monona Cbunty to 22°F,
in Wayne Coimty;; the average July temperature varies from

in Ifonona to

75'^^' in V/ayne Cbuntyj and the growing season varies from 159 days in Monona
County to I66 days in V/ayne County.
At the present time five soil series of the Prairie Great Soil Group are
recognized on the gently undulating uplands in the area through which Tra
verse No. 1 passes (see Figure 1),
study.

A sixth profile has been included in this

It was taken on the top of the first bluff east of the Mssouri River

bottom and is included because it adds to the information needed to show such
relationships as wind fractionation of the parent material, particle size
distribution within the profile and various chemical values of the least
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v/eathered and coarsest inaterial deposited along the traverse.

Ida* silt loam, and is a Lithosol.

It is called

Proceeding in a northwest, southeasterly

direction along Traverse No. 1 the following prairie soils are recognized
on the gently undulating uplands in the order namedj

Monona* Silt loam,

Jfershall silt loam, Sharpsburg silty clay loam, Grundy silty clay loam and
Seymour* silty clay loam..
The soil profiles for this study, with the ezception of the Ida silt
loam, were taken on slopes of 3-4^ under conditions that approximate virgin
conditions insofar as that was possible.

Profiles were talcen in grassed

roadcuts that have probably been in bluegrass sod for some time.

Under

virgin, conditions these Pxairie soils appear to be approaching an equilibrium
insofar as loss from erosion and accumulation of or^nic matter are concerned,
day forDHtion,, leaching of teses

and movement of clay within the profile are

undoubtedly still active, but the amount of change in these soils under
their continued natural environment v/ill probably be slight when measured
in terms of a human's life time,

For this reason these soils are considered

to be in temporary equilibrium with their environment in. the areas where
they occur.

The profiles were selected with great care and are thought to

be averages for the soil of that series wiiich occupy similar topographic
positions.
The follov/ing paragraphs give a general soil profile description for each
of the Soil series sampled along Traverse No, 1,
designations were used in describing the color.

Munsell Cblor standards
The horizon designations

xosed in these descriptions and throughout the remainder of this maniiscript
are as follows j.

•Tentative soil series names j not correlated.
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AI

The zone of nHximum or^nic untter accumulation.

A3

Transition from A to B horizon, but more like A than B horizon,.

Bl

Transition from A to B horizon, but more like B than A horizon,

B2

Hie zone of maximum clay accumulation,

^

Transition from B to C horizon, but more like the B than C horizon,

GL

Transition from B to C horizon, but more like C than B horizon,

C2

larent material from which the profile has developed.

Least weathered

of any of the horizons, and shows little or no influence of eluviation
of clay from layers above.

Ida Silt Loam (P63) Location^
lab. No,

Monona Cbunty

Depth

Description

Al

0-4

Black to very dark brorai (lOlCR 2/1 to 2/2
moist) to gray (lOYR 5/1
coarse silt
loam}; breaks out in irregular particles
which crush easily to fine crumb structurej
calcareous, with numerous lime concretions};
many grass roots present}, grades gradually
into

P63-2, 3

CEL

4-10

Very dark brown to dark grayish brown (lOYR
2/2 to 3/2 moist) to light brownish gray
(lOYR 6/2 dry) coarse silt loamj lime con
cretions more evident and largerf many worm
holes filled v/ith darker colored soil}: roots
still common}; grades gradually into

p43-4, 5,, 6

C2

P63-I

Horizon

NE NE Sec. 5» T,, SiiN, R,.

10*

Grayish brown (loyR 4/2 moist) to light
gray (lOYR 7/2 dry) coarse silt loam; breaks
out in form of powder when dryj lime con
cretions are larger} numerous worm holesj
very calcareous.

Ivlonona Silt Loam (P145) Locationr HE SE NE Sec. 23, T, 82N., R. 42W., Monona
County
P145-1» 2

Al

0-6

Very dark brown (lO'XR 2/1 moist) to grayish
brown (lO'YR 4/2 to 5/2 dry) coarse silt loamj
many grass roots} criomb to moderately de
veloped granular structure.

lab. No».

Horizon

Pescription

Itepth

Pl45-3t: 4» 5

B2

6-I5

PI45-0 to 11

B3

15-34

Zone of iraximum color transition; brown
(lOIR 4/3 moist to lOYR 5/3 <iry) silt loam;
distinct fine to medium nuciform structxxre,

PI45-I2

Cfl.

34-38

E&rk yellowish brown (lOlfR 4/4 laoist) to
light yellowish brovm (lO'ffi 6/4 dry) silt
loam; lighter in tezture than above.

PI45-I3

to 17

G2

38"^'

Grayish brown (101® 3/2 to 4/2 moist) to
brov/n (lOYR 5/3
silt loanj moderately
developed granular structure. Mechanical
analysis indicates this to be heaviest
layer in profile.

E&rk yellowish brown to brown (lOYR 4/4 to
5/3 moist), to pale brown to very pale brown
(lOYR 6/3 to 7/3 <iry) coarse silt loamj
lighter in texture than above.

Ifershall Silt Loam (P67) Locationi, NE NE Sec.
County

P67-I

to

4

A.1

0-12

P67-5f 6

A3-BI

12-18

P67-7 to 10

B2

I8-27

29, T. 79N.

R. 37Y/.., Shelby

Black to very dark brown (lOYR 2/1 to 2/2
moist) to grayish brown (10"® 4/2 dry,
crushed) medium silt loam that breaks out
into fine crumb to small granules; many
grass roots,
Eark grayish brown to very dark brown (lO'YR
3/2 to 2/2 moist) to grayish brown (lOIR
5/2 dry, crushed) medium silt loam»
Brown (lOYR 4/3 moist) to pale brown (lOlffl
to 6/3 dry) heavy silt loam which breaks
out in y/eakly developed subangular blocky
structure; these particles break with slight
pressure to crumb structure,

5/3

P67-IO

p67-13»

to 12

14

B3-CI

27-33

Iferk yellowish brown to yellowish brown
(lOYR 4/4 to 5/4 moist) to pale brown (lOYR
6/3 ^ry, crvished) heavy silt loam;, soil
breaks out into irregular masses 1/2 to 1
inch in-.diameter which have no definite
structure and break down easily to a soft
crumb,

C2

33+

E&rk yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4 moist) to pale
brown to very pale brown (lOIR 6/3 to 7/3
dry, crushed) medium silt loaim; occasional
light gray mottlings (lOIR 7/1 )•
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lab, No«

Horizon

Depth

Description

Sharps burg Silty CLay Loara PI63 Locations. NE M NE Sec, 11, T, 74N. 1 R*
Adair County

PI63-I

to 7

PI63-8

FI63-9

to

14

A1

0-20

Black to very dark brown (lOYR 2/1 to 2/2
moist), to dark gray to grayish brovm (lOYR
k/h "bo 5/2 dry) light silty clay loam which
breaks out into a soft crumb to graunular
structure; many grass roots,

A3-BI

20-25

Very dark gray to very dark brown (lO^R
3/1 to 2/2 moist) to dark gray to gray (lOIR
4/1 to 5/1 '3.ry) silty day loam similar to
layer above except that it is mixed with
soil from below,

B2

25-40

Brovm (lOYR 4/3 moist) to pale brown (lOlGR
dry) silty clay loam v/hich breaks out in
subangular to angular blocky formj when moist
these break with Bioderate pressure to subangular nut structure; vesicular openings in
the particles are very common.

6/3

PI63-I5

CI

40-43

Mottled light silty clay loam; average soil
color when moist is light yellowish brovm
(lOYR 6/4) I: color of mottles when dry -varies
from yellowish brown (101® 5/6) to light
gray (lOYR 7/2); particles break out in
medium blooky structure,

PI63-16, 17

C2

43"^

Same as layer above except slightly lighter
in texture,

Grundy Silty day Loam (P69) Location», SE SE SW Sec,
Decatur Oovinty

P69-I,

2

34t

T, 70N., R, 25W»,

A1

0-6

Very dark brown (101® 2/2 moist) to gray
(lOYR 6/1 dry) light silty clay loam which
breaks out in soft crumb structure to granu
lar structure; grass roots are very numerous
in this horizon,

P69-3 to 6

A3

6-15

Grayish brown (lOYR 4/2 moist) to gray to
light gray (lOYR 5/1 to 6/1 dry) heavy silty
clay loam which breaks out in fine to medium
angular blocky structure; cnashes to soft
crumbs; root hairs begin to be less numerous.

P69-7

B1

15-22

to 9

Grayish brovm to brown (lOIR 4/2 to 4/3
moist) to light grayish brown to light gray
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Iflb« No«.

Horizon

Depth

Pescri-ption
(lO'YR 6/2 to 'J12 dry) heavy silty clay loam
which breaks out in fine to medium angxilar
blocky structure; vesiciJLar openings are
abundant; fine black concretions (lOYR 2/1)
are present.

P69-io to 12

b2

22-32

Brown (loyr 5/3 moist, crushed) to light
gray (loyr 7/3 <iry, crushed) light silty
clay with many red mottlings (2.5
4/8);
breaks out in medium angular blocky frag
ments ; vesicular openings are numeroiiS;
black concretions (lOYR 2/1 are abundant.

P69-I3

to 18

H3

32-52

Pale brown (lOYR 6/3 moist) to light gray
(10® 7/2 dry) heavy silty clay loam v/hich
breaks out in coarse subangular nuciform
structure; black concretions (lOYR 2/1) are
more numeroaas than in layer above; heavily
mottled with red (2.5 "2® 4/8) and gray (lOYR
7/1) colors.

P69-I9, 20

CL

52-58

Light brovmish gray (lOIR 6/2 moist, crushed)
to light gray (lOYR 7/2 dry, crushed) light
silty clay loam; highly mottled with gray
(lOyR 7/1) and red (2.5YR 4/8) with the
lighter colored mottling predominatingj
black concretions (lOYR 2/1) on. a cut sur
face nearly masks other colors.

P69-2I, 22

(2

58"^

Same as above except red mottlings (2,5'5!R
4/8) are becoming more prominent and texture
somewhat lighter,

Seymour Silty CLay Loam (Pl62) Location: SW SW SE Sec. 18, T. 67N., R. 32V/.,,
Wayne County

PI62-I to

4

PI62-2 to

5

B1

12-15

Brovm (lOYR 4/3 "to 5/3 moist) to pale brown
(lOTO 6/3 dry) silty clay which breaks out
in fine to medium subangular to angular
blocky structure; roots less numerous,

PI62-6 to 9

B2

16-27

Grayish brovm to dark yellowish brown (lOYR
4/2 to 4/4 moist) to light brownish gray to

0-12

Dark grayish brown to grayish brown (101®
3/2 to 4/2 moist) to gray to light grayish
brown (lOYR 5/2 to 6/2 dry) medium silty clay
loam which break out in loose crumb structure
to graniHar structure; many grass roots in;
this layer,
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lab. No.

Horizon

Depth

Description
a pale brown (lOYR 6/2 to 6/3 dry) clay
which breaks out in fine blocky structure;
grass roots are very scarce in this layer,

PI62-IO

B3

27-30

Grayish brown to light brownish gray (2.5Y
3/2 to 6/2 moist) silty clay which has many
mottlings; small blocky structure; mottlings
consist of red (2,5YR 4/6) and light gray
(loyR 7/1) colors; mny vesicular openings
in the particles,

PI 62-11

GL

3 Of-

Mottled medium silty clay loam; dry color of
mottles are red (2,^YR 4/6 dry) on a back
ground which is predominantly light gray
(lOYR 7/1 dry) in color; brealcs out in coarse
blocky to massive structure without definite
cleavage planes,.

The surface layer or A. horizon of all the Prairie soils have a rather well
defined granular structure. However, the structure of the zone of maximum clay
accumiolation (b2 horizon) of these profile show some rather important dif
ferences which may be used in interpreting the differences in the degree of
horizon development of the profiles.

In the b2 horizon the Lfonona silt loam

has moderately developed granxilar structure; the R'&rshall silt loam has a
weakly developed subangular blocky structure; the Sharpsburg silty clay loam
has a subangular to angular blocky structure; the Grxmdy silty clay loam has
a medium angular blocky structure; and the Seymour silty clay loam has a fine
angular blocky structure. The aggregates in the b2 horizon of these soils
show a characteristic change with increasing distance from the loess source.
In the yhnona profile the aggregates are roxmded and of a size 2 to 5
diameter; the aggregates in the lifershall and Sharpsburg profiles 'become pro
gressively more sharp on the edges, some of them being rounded and others
begiixning to have sharp corners, with the size of the aggre^te of 5 'to 10
mm. in diameter; in the Grundy silty clay loam profile the aggregates are

- 37 moderately sharp cornered, and althoiigh they fit close together in the soil
BBSS, they are larger, being 10 to 20 uro, in diameterj in the Seymour silty
clay loam profile the soil aggre^tes are sharply angular and 5 "to 10 ™3i, in
diameter.

Since the degree of horizon differentiation of these soils in

creases in the direction Ivfonona to Seymour, these differences in the size
and shape of the structural aggregate of the zone of mximum clay accumula
tion may prove to be important in determining and interpreting the amount of
soil development of other soils,

laboratory Studies

Mechanical analysis

Mechanical analysis determinations v/ere made on the profiles taken along
Traverse No, 1,

The pipette analysis method of Olmstead, Alexander, and

iliddleton (27) was used, as modified by the use of sodium metaphosphate as
the dispersing reagent

(38),

The results are presented in Table 2,

The

values reported have been obtained by determining the weight of the particles
greater than 50 microns, the v/eight of the particles less than 2 microns, and
weight of the particles less than 20 microns in effective diameter.
wei^its are expressed on a percentage basis.
ported as sand and clay, respectively.

These

The first two values are re

The fine silt values (2-20 microns)

represent the difference between the total material less than 20 microns
and that less than 2 microns in effective diameter.

The coarse silt fraction

(20-50 microns) represents the difference between 100 percent and the sum of
percent sand plus percent fine silt plus percent clay.

The values for the

coarse silt fraction include the v/eight of organic matter present in the
samples because no correction has been made after its destruction.
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Table 2
Mechanical Analysis of Profiles along Traverse No» 1
Coarse silt
Soil Profile
No»

Depth in
inches

P63-I
-2
-4

0-3
3-6

P145-1
-3
-5
-7
-11
-14
-16

0-3

P47-1
-3
-5
-7
-9
-12
-14

PI63-I
-3
-5
«7
-9
-11
-13
-15
-17
P69-1
-3
-6
-9
-11
-12
-17
-22

9-12

50-20
Sand 50
(by difference)
Ida Silt Loam
36.3
26.5
34^0
31.7
34.6
36.0
Ivtonona Silt Loam
20.5
314

20.1
29.1
15.8
34.2
13.0
40.3
20.4
39.2
16,4
41.1
21.1
39.2
Bfeirshall Silt Loam
16.7
28.7
0-3
14.6
6-9
32.2
12,8
21-15
32.7
18-21
34.7
8.0
24-27
34.9
13.1
33-36
34.3
11.1
40.8
39-42
Sharpsburg Silty GLay Loam
0-3
13.3
34.1
6-9
11.9
33.7
12-14
7.0
36.9
17-20
9.8
29.7
23-25
7.2
33.1
6.1
28-31
31.7
7.8
33.8
34-37
40-43
7.5
37.5
8.7
46-49
37.8
Grundy Silty CLay Loam
0-2
5.8
34.5
6.1
5-8
31.8
13-16
5.1
29.3
22-25
5.6
24.2
2.8
28-31
27.7
3.0
31-34
29.7
2.2
41.2
46-49
61-64
43.1
5A

6-9
12-15
18-21
30-34
42-48
54"'6O

Fine Silt

20-2
22.4
21.5

16.7
20.3
20.4
23.2
24.1
18.2
23*7

23.0
25.8
21.9

23.0
24.3
24.1
23.2
21.5
21.6
22.2
23.0
25.6
23.7
25.1
24.3
25.4
25.0
31.0
31.1
29.6
28.6

29.8
33.1

22.5
20.1

Clay
2.0

i4.a
12..8
12.7
27.8
30J1
26.8
22.6
22.2
18.8
16,7
28.8
31.3
31.5
31.5
33.0
29.4

26,6
31.0
32.2
33.1
34.9

36.4
37.2
34.1
29.6
28.5
28.7
31.0
36.0
41.6
39.7
34.2
34.1
31.4
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Cbarse silt
Soil Profile
No.
PI62-1
-2
-3
-5
-6
-7
-

Dspth in
inches
0-3
3-6
6-9

-8

12-15
15-18
18-21
21-24

-9
-11

24-27
30-33

50-20

Sand 'lO
(by difference)
Seymoux Silty day Loam
32.1
5^7
5 *5
35.2
41.0
4»7
1.1
33.9
21.6
1*5
1.1
2.3

1,6
1.2

21.1

23.7
30.6
37.2

Fine Silt
20-2

27.8
26.5
21.9
22.1

23.7
26.4
26.1
22.2

23.2

Clay
2.0

34.4
32.8
32.4
42.9
53.2
51.4
47.9
45.6
38.4

Table 2 and the graph of the 2 micron fraction in Fig\ire 4 indicate
that the amount of clay in the lowest layer of each of the profiles is not
constant throuthout the traverse.

There is a definite increase in the per

cent of clay with increasing distance from the river bliaff.
to at least three factors.

This imy be due

First, it nay be due to wind fractionation of the

loess during the deposition period (20, 34) with the possibility that more
of the coarser particles settled out first and that a greater proportion of
the finer particles were deposited further from the loess soiirce.

Secondly,

it nay be due partially to a differential amount of clay formation that took
place during the deposition period.

This postulates that loess deposition

was constant over the whole area during all of the deposition time.

Under

such conditions an eq,ml thiclcness of the loessial naterial would have been
deposited in a significantly shorter period of time where the loess is thick
than where it is thin,* consequently, the C horizon of the soil developed on
the thick loess deposit would have been subjected to less weathering dviring
the deposition period than would a similar zone of the soil developed on
thinner loess.

Third, there is a possibility that some of the clay in the

lower solum of the soils occurring farthest from the loess source may be the
result of eluviation of clay from upper to lower horizons.

It is probable

that these factors have acted together to bring about the observed effects.
It was not possible to determine which of these factors were the most impor
tant.
These mechanical analysis data show that there are differences in the
percent of clay in the zone of maximum clay acciamulation, or B2 horizons, of
these soils.

These data show that the depth to the layer which shows the

maximvmi clay content for each profile is not constant throi:ighout the traverse.
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There is an increase in percent clay in the B2 horizon with increasing dis
tance from the loess source.

In the Monona to Ifershall to Sharpsburg pro

files the percent of clay in the zone of laaximum accumulation shows a slight
to moderate increase.

The depth to the layer of greatest clay accumulatioh

within each of these profiles increases in the same direction,

From the

Sharpsburg to Grundy to Seymour profiles there is a rapid further increase
in the percent of clay in the zone of maximum accumulation in the latter tv/o
soils.

However, the depth to the layer of maximum clay progressively de

creases with increasing distance from the loess source,.
The figxires for the percent of clay and the depth in inches to the
layer which shows the greatest accumiilation of clay are as f ollows t

Soil Series
Monona silt loam
J/fershall silt loam
Sharpsburg silty clay loam.
Grundy silty clay loam
Seymovir silty clay loam

Distance from
Source (miles)
20
55

98
155
I70

Depth to layer
of greatest
accumulation
finches)

6-9
24-27
3^33
22-25
15-I8

Percent
day
30*4
33*0
37«-2
41*6
53*2

These data indicate that, as the movement of the clay continued, a zone
was developed which may have impedM further downward clay and water move
ment,

This may be due partially to the impeded movement of clay particles

through the zone of clay accumulation.

Or it may be due partially to the

possibility that with impeded downward movement of water a more moist condi
tion resulted in this zone and iiamediately above it v/hich favored more rapid
clay formation.

This plus the movement of clay from the A horizon into this

layer woiild tend to cause a greater accumulation of clay and cause the depth
to the zone of maximum clay accumulation to become less.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the amount of 2 micron clay in
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the zone of maximum accumulation and the distance from the loess source.
This relationship seems to be a straight line function when percent clay is
plotted against the logarithm of the distance of the profile site from the
loess source.

The equation for the line isj.

percent clay equals 53*4 minus 10,3 log (171-x) where (lyi-x)
represents known distances in miles from the river bluff. The
equation is valid up to 170 miles from the bluff.
The (feta for the Ida silt loam vsas omitted in the comparison as it is a
Lithosol and does not present a soil equivalent in environment to the other
profiles,
V/ith a further study of a number of profiles along the traverse, it may
be possible to use this equation, or a modification of it, to determine with
a reasonable degree of accuracy the clay content of the zone of maximum ac
cumulation of the soils on the gently undulating uplands at any point desired
along the traverse.
The data in Table 2 show that the soils studied have a high content of
silt-sized particles.

The samples from the lower layers show a remarkably

constant value for total silt v/ith values slightly above 6o percent.

The

total silt values for the other layers vdthin each of the profiles are mostly
betv/een 50 and 60 percent.

This indicates that there has not been a measiar-

able wind sorting effect in the silt-sized particles along this traverse,
Tlie sand-sized particles vary considerably along the traverse.

The

percent sand in the Ida silt loam profile which ms taken on top of the first
ridge east of the tiissouri River bottom is very high.
to be primarily in the very fine sand class.

These particles seem

The percent of sand in the

other profiles along the traverse is lower than that in the Ida silt loam,
becoming progressively lov/er with increasing distance from the loess source.

Because these loessial soils contain a fairly hi^ percent of coarse
silt it is quite difficult to obtain close duplication of sand determina
tions »

The procedure vjas adopted T/hereby most the particles less than 50

microns in effective diameter were discarded by a sedimentation of the parti
cles coarser than 30 microns.

The coarse material left after this sedimen

tation TOS then washed on a 300 mesh screen.

On the basis of observations

made during this study that there is no sharp break in the particle size
distribution at the 50 microns size limit, it is possible that the separa
tion: of silt from sand at this limit is not an important criterion in
characterizing the loessial soils along Traverse No, 1,

It is suggested

that a separation at a size limit of between 60 to 70 microns in effective
diameter laight be more usefvil than the 50 micron limit.
It is desired to point out that the values reported as "sands-greater
than 50 microns" also include simll amounts of calcium carbonate concretions
in the Ida silt loam profile and numerovis black ferromanganiferous concre
tions in some of the profiles.

These ferro-manganiferous concretions occur

very rarely in the Ida and Ivfonona profiles, frequently in the lower horizon
of the Ifershall profiles and alvjays in the Sharpsburg, Grundy, and Seymour
profiles.

Their frequency in these later profiles has not been studied

quantitatively, but qualitative observations sxiggest that the number of con
cretions increase with increasing distance from the loess source.
say that they increase as aeration

This is to

conditions become less favorable.

These concretions increase the percent sand values for the soils lowest in
sand content.

Replaceable cation determinations

E&ta on replaceable cations in the five Piairie soil profiles are pre
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sented in Table 3 and Figure 6»

To determine the replaceable bases a 10

gram soil sample vas leached v/ith 500 ial» of neutral normal amrnonium ace
tate, the leachate evaporated to dryness and the organic Kstter destroyed by
heating in the flame of a Meeker burner,

Chlcium was determined by precipi

tating it as the oxalate and titrating the washed precipitate with potassium
perman^nte.

The filtrate and iwashing solution were saved for the determina

tion of iQagnesium.

Iifegnesium was precipitated as the magnesium-Qjunonium

phosphate and washed v/ith a 5 percent ammonia solution.

Excess ammonium

hydroxide vas allowed to evaporate, the precipitate was taken up in an ex
cess of standard HGL and back titrated with standard sodium hydroxide.
The replaceable potassium was determined by leaching a 10 gram soil
sample v/ith 230 ml, of 0,05 N acetic acid in increments of 10-15 ml#

This:

leachate was, evaporated to dryness, the or^nic natter destroyed with bro
mine TiQter, and the residue tos dried after adding dilute sodium hydroxide
so that the sample was alkaline to phenolphthalein.
was taken to expel any traces of ammonia.

This latter precaution

The residue v/as taken up in 10

ml, of distilled water, triturated thoroughly with a ribber policenan and
an aliq.uot was taken for the precipitation of the potassium by the hexanitrodiphenylamine method (21),
ing precautions are takenj.

This method gives good results if the follow

(a) the concentration of potassium in the un

known solution is between 100 and 400 P,P,M,, (b) no aTnTnr^m'ntn ions are pre
sent in the unknown, (c) the unknown is basic to phenolphthalein, (d) the
unknown is precipitated in an ice bath and kept in ice bath until precipi
tation is complete, (e) the volume of the unknown precipitating solution and
subseq.uent dilution volume used for colorimetric reading is identical v/ith
that used when known standards were run.

This latter precaution is necessary
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arable 3
ttition
Soil' Profile
Number

P145-1
-3

-5
"7

-11

-16
-17

P67-I

-3
-5
-7

-9
-11
-14

PI 63-1
-3
-5
-7

-9
-11
-13
-15
-17
P69-1
-3
-6

-9
-11
-14
-17

-22

PI62-1
-3

-5
-6
-7

-9
-11

Exchange Ihta for Soils along Traverse No» 1

Depth
0-3
6-9

12-15

K
Ibnona Silt Loam
21.35
9»o 1.05

i4»o

H

1.25
5.9 0..8I 2.86
5.8 0.36 2.98
5.7 0.23 2.34

12.9
11.85
11.1
5.1 0.18 1.93
30-34
12..7
5 4-60
5^46 0.16 1.0
88-110 Calcareous
0.18 0.09
Ivfershall Silt Loam
16.15
0-3
6.24 I..75 5.05
15.65
6-9
5.19 1.08 4J.8
12-15
5.20 o,.66 5.32
13»8
18-21
12.95
6.0 0.35 4.77
24-27
6.6 0.34 4.50
13-4
13.65
6.94 0.32 3.26
30-33
13.2
7.0 0.30 3.08
39-42
Sharpsburg Silty day Loam
15.2
6.7 1.61 4.13
0-3
5.-6 1.29 4.35
6-9
14.4
12-14
5.65 0.89 5^2
14.7
12.6
17-20
5.7 0.73 5.97
6.2 0..62 4.96
23-25
13.15
28-31
7.0 0.48 3.83
13^7
8.06 0.37 3^2
15.3
34-37
8.20 0.32 2.,66
14^8
40-43
8.22 0.16 2.28
46-49
14.3
Grundy Silty Clay Loam
0-2
13.2
4.44 0.30 6.1
12.6
5-8
4.40 0.25 8.2
11.8
3^0
0.26 6.7
13-16
22-25
15 »5
3..85 0.39 5.5
28-31
16.9
7.15 0.38 4.4
16.55
37-40
7.69 0.37 2.9
7.20 0.28 2.4
17a6
46-49
61-64
16.05
6.8 0.17 2.3
Seymour Silty day Loam
12a
0-3
5.43 0.87 7.11
11.0
4.4 0.18 8.43
6-9
12-15
7,22 0.24 6.98
13.9
8.84 0.11 6.52
15-18
17.15
18-21
17.15
9.0 0.15 5.80
18.0
24-27
9.0 0.19 4.80
8.:29 0.22 3.40
16,13
30-33
18-21

Cktion Exchange
Chiacity*

32.66
22.67

22.04
20.12
18.31
I8a6

29 a9
26.10
24.98
24 .-07
24.84
24.17
23 ^58

27.-64
25.64
26.36
24.80

24.93
25.86

26.85
25.98

24.96
24.04

15.43
21.86
25.24
28..83

27.91
27.04
25.32
25.20
23.83
28.10

32,62
32.10
31.99
28.04

** All figiires represent milliequi-valents/lOO grams oven dry soil.
* Obtained by summtion of exchangeable cations*
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in order that comparisons of concentration my be made»
Replaceable hydrogen was determined by leaching a 10 gram soil sample
with 250 ml« of neutral normal bariiua acetate and titrating the replaceable
hydrogen with sodium hydroxide using phenolphthalein as an indicator.
The cation exchange data in Table 3 is presented as m, e,'s/100 grams
of oven dry soil,

From a study of these data the following trends are evi

dent v/hen comparisons are made over all of Traverse No, Ij.

(1) the exchange^

able calciiam in the surface layer decreases with distance from the loess
source, (2) the calcium content in the C horizon of each profile increases
with distance from the loess sourcej

(3) the

exchangeable magnesium content

follows much the same pattern as does the exchangeable calcium abovej (4)
the exchangeable hydrogen content increases with distance from, the loess:
source; (5) the exchangeable potassiim in the surface layer increases v/ith
distance to the Sharpsburg series and then decreases sharply to the Grundy
series, and increases a^in somewhat in the Seymour soil;: (6) the cation ex
change capacity of the surface soil decreases vdth distance to the Grundy
series and then seems to increase slightly in the Seymour series; and (7)
the cation exchanges capacity in the C horizon of the profiles increases with
distance from the loess source.
Comparisons within_ prof iles are most easily seen in Figixre 6,

Within

individml profiles the exchangeable calcium and exchangeable magnesium con
tents tend to increase as the clay content increases in the more highly de
veloped profiles.

The greatest amotmts of both the exchangeable calcium and

magnesium occur 3 to 6 inches below the zone of maximum clay accumulation in
the profile.

There seems to be an important trend in both the calcium and

EHgnesium content with depth in the profile; in general, the Ivlonona and Mar
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shall soils show a decrease in exchangeable calcium with depth in the pro
file and the Monona soil shows a decrease in exchangeable DBgnesium with
depth.

The Sharpsburg silty clay loam still has a slight indication of a

decrease in exchangeable calcivmi with depth.

However, in the Grundy and

Seymour profiles the tendency is for the lower part of the profile to have
a higher exchangeable calcium content than the surface horizons.

Throughout

the traverse all of the soil profiles with the exception of the Monona silt
loam show a decrease in exchangeable calcium just above the B horizon when
comiared with the value fovind in the surface soil.

The exchangeable magnesium

contents of all the profiles except the Monona silt loam tend to be higher in
the lower part of the B horizon and in the C horizon.

The exchangeable cal

cium and magnesiimi parallel each other closely except that the trend towards
higher values in subsoil horizons shov/s up closer to the loess soturce for ex
changeable mgnesium than the exchangeable calcium.

A comparison of the ex

changeable Ck/lig ratio shows that the latio narrows sli^tly with increasing
distance from the loess source except for the data of some of the Grundy
profile samples.

This ratio was used by Bray and DeTurk (1) to characterize

profile development in some Illinois soils.

They indicate that the — ratio

narrows with increasing soil profile development.

%

The data in Table 3 <3.o not

show significant differences in the ~ ratio which indicates that this ratio

m
may not be important under some conditions of v/eathering.
The exchangeable potassium content of the Ivlonona, lifershall and Sharpsbiirg series decreases rapidly with depth in the profile Virhile the Grundy and
Seymour series show an initial decrease just below the svirface horizon but
then an increase in the B horizon and subsequent decrease below the B horizon.
The cation exchange capacity in the Monona and I,fe.rshall profiles decrease
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depth depth in the profile.

This is perhaps due primarily to the greater

or^nic exchange capacity in the surface layers.

In these two profiles the

exclmnge capacity does not reflect any accumvilation of clay by an increased
exchange capacity.

The total exchange capacities of the Sharpsburg, Grundy

and Seymour profiles decrease immediately below the higher organic matter
surface layer and then increase to a maximum in the zone of maximum clay ac
cumulation and decrease a^in below that layer.

In the Grxmdy and Seymour

profiles the total exchange capacity is greater in the C horizon than it is
in the surface horizon.

This indicates the exchange capacity of the surface

layer has been reduced because of eluviation of clay in the profile.

The

amount of increase in total exchange capacity in the layer of maximum clay
accxomulation is not proportional to the increase in total clay in that layer.
This leads one to suspect that either a part of the colloidal fraction de
posited in the layer of maximum clay accumulation is inert or relatively sot
or that the clay itself has \mdergone some changes.

Chemical analysis of silt and clay separates along Traverse Ho. 3^
Fractionation procedure,

tfechanical amlysis data show that differences

occur in the percent of 2 micron clay, both in the different horizons of some
of the profiles and between the profiles.

These differences are intea?preted

as indicating differences in the degree of soil development.

However, it

seems possible that greater differences might be found if the silt and clay
fractions were subdivided and each of these was studied separately.
Several workers have made subdivisions of the silt and clay separates
of soils for subsequent total chemical analysis,

Broivn and Byer (5) in I932

fractionated soils belonging to some of the different Great Soil Groups,

Bray

(4) published data on a "maturity series" of soils derived from loess in which

he subdivided the silt and clay separates.

The fractionations inade in this

study are compaiable to the size of the fractions studied by Bray.

The pro

cedure, used in this study is essentially the same as that used by Bray.
On the basis of the mechanical amlysis data of the five Prairie pro
files it vjas decided to make studies on the Al, B2 and C2 of three of the
five profiles.

The Monona profile was selected to represent the Prairie soil

V7ith the least horizon differentiation along the traverse.

The Seymour pro

file was selected to represent the Prairie soil with the greatest horizon
differentiation sampled along the traverse.

The Sharpsburg profile vjas

selected to represent a profile of moderate horizon differentiation among
those sampled along the traverse.

The C2 horizon sample of the Ida profile

was included with the study in order to show the composition of the mostcoarse and least-weathered parent material along the ti'averse,
A 100-gram sample of each horizon v/as used for the fractionation-study,
Ihch sample was acid vashed with dilute hydrochloric acid to remove the ex
changeable bases, and the cai-bonates that v/ere present in the Ida profile
sample.

The or^nic natter was destroyed \7ith 10 percent hydrogen per02d.de.

After the addition of sodium hydroxide as the dispersing agent, the samples
were dispersed in an end-over-end shaker.

The material less than 2 microns

in effective diameter was sepaiated from the coarser material by sedimenta
tion according to Stokes law and siphoning off the suspension.

In order to

q.uantitatively separate all of the less than 2 micron mterial from the
coarser material it was necessary to redisperse and resediment the sample
seven to eight times.

At the end of this period the supernatant liquid con

tained only a very SUHII amount of soil particles.
The 2 micron clay fraction was subdivided into three fractions using a
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Sharpies supercentrifuge.

The fractions separated were 2,0 to 0,2 micron,

0,2 to 0,06 micron, and less than 0.06 microns in effective diameter.
The calculations i::sed for these separations were as follows s
D = 2.66 X 103 . Fg > a^
b
vrnere N - viscosity of the liquid in poise
a

rate of flow of liquid into centrifuge

b ^ R.P.M, of centrifuge bovd
D - effective diameter in microns of largest particle coming through
the centrifuge
and 2,66 z. 10

is a constant for the centrifuge bowl based on length and dia

meter of bowl.
The separates were obtained in the order (a) less than 0.06 microns, (b)

0»2-0,o6 microns, and (c) 2,0-0,2 microns in effective diameter.

The clay

fraction was passed through the supercentrif uge repeatedly until the effluent
was nearly clear.

The solids thrown out on the centrifuge bovd liner were

redispersed vath an electric stirrer, diluted to a volume so that the suspen
sion contained less than 4 percent solids, and again centrifuged.

The dis

persed liquid was maintained in an allsaline condition by additions of small
amounts of sodium hydroxide to insure com.plete dispersion.

To obtain good

separations each sample was dispersed and centrifuged a minimum of 4 times:
for each fraction^ although it was necessary to pass occasional separates,
through additional times in order to obtain a nearly clear effluent from the
centrifuge bowl.
The silt and sand was separated by sedimentation using tall glass cylin
ders,. Separates of 2-5 microns, 5-20 microns, 20-50 microns and greater than
50 micron in effective diameter were made.

Separations were made in the order
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namad above and the samples were reshaken and resedimented until the super
natant liguid vas clear.
The clay sejarates were flocculated with 10 ml. of hydrochloric acid and
the clear supernatant liq.uid was siphoned off.

The floccidated separates

were treated with hydrogen peroxide, dried, and ground to pass a
screen.

6o

mesh

Then the samples were washed with dilute neutral ammonium acetate

to completely remove any sodium left from the dispersi33g reagent and to re
move the excess hydrochloric acid.
out with distilled water.
pass a 60 mesh screen.

The

The excess ammonium acetate vras washed
clay fractions v/ere dried and ground to

The silt and sand fractions were concentrated, iBBShed

free of sodium, and dried.
Distribution of the fractions in the profile studied.

The percentages

of each fraction obtained in the three profiles are given in Table 4.
ratios

The

of the different size fractions to the total separate is given in

Tfeible 5»
In a procedure such as this is it is difficult to prevent a loss of
some of the clay fraction, during the process of centrifuging.

It is: also

likely that some of the clay particles vrere further broken down by the
mechanical vrorking of the samples during the process of separation.
further breakdov;n has been shovm by Bray (4)»

This

The percentage error for the

data in Tfeible 4 is probably in the order of magnitude

of

5 to 10 percent.

These data in T'able 4 show that the superfine (less than 0,.06 microns)
and the medium (0,2-0,06 microns) clay fractions are higher in the B and C
horizon samples of the Seymour profile than in similar horizons of the other
soils.

The data further show that there is a higher percentage of the super

fine and medium clay in the B2 horizon than in either the A or C horizon of

Table 4
Fractionation of Soil Profiles along Traverse Ifc. 1

Soil

Horizon
Designation-

Size Sera rate in IVIicrons Effective Mameter

^^-20^^ 20-'S0^ >5oz

Percent
Recovery

9.30 31.85 22.53

'84.03

2.98 16J^9 30.92 12.5
6.88 20.2 32.42 9.8
7.32
9.12
3.-63 15.14 39.81 16,99
Sharpsburg Silty Clay Loam

91.29
93.42
99.60

<0.064 0.2-0.06/( 2.0-0.2/i
Ida Silt :Loam

P63-6

C2

5.45

5.52

7.16

2.22

Monona Silt Loam

PI45-I
PI45-3
PI45-I6

A1
B2
C2

9^39
3.46
7.59

PI63-1
PI63-I3

A1
B2
C2

6^59
5^65
•5-3

A1
B2

9.61

23^24
18^3

PI 63-17

PI62-I
PI62-6
PI62-11

Upper C2

8,.69

10.32

7»98

12»68

9»32

12.,9
12^60
14»76

7*22 24.01 25^69
8J<-3 23.43 25.13
8.50 28.15 33.9

7.30

9 ..60

11.73

16.94

12.4
13.2

5.35 24.46 25^73
4»55 16.85 15.72

5.71
2..76

22.61

2.38

9.33
7..9I
Seymovir Silty day Loam

11.52

4.56

27.72

7.26

4.30

93 ^03
91.93
102.82
92.66

92.46
100.12

i

{

Table 5
Batio of Different Size Fractions to Total GLay (<2^Q^ ),
Total Silt (2-3Q/^ along Traverse IJo. 1
< ..06^
T.C.

0,2-0.06A
T.O.

P63-6

0.306

0.308

P145-1
•3
-16

0.33
0^136
0.316

0.306
0.396
0.310

PI63-1
-13
-17

0.229
0.21
O.I89

0.323
0.338
0.282

PI62-1
-6
-11

0.310
0»i|i|l
0.423

0.310
0^321

0.269

2-.2^ 2^
5-20/4 20-5 0/^
T. C.
T..§.
T.e.
T..a-.
Ida Silt Loam
0.26
0.397
0^058
0.376
Monom Silt Loam
0.613
0.363
0..059
.327
0.573
oai6
0.545
.34
0..678
0.379
0.062
0.258
Sharpsburg Silty Clay Loam
0.422
0.459
0.127
0.451
0.457
0.148
0.411
0.441
0.527
0.121
0J\.81
0.399
Seymour Silty GLay Loam
0^463
0.379
0.097
0.44
0.235
oa25
0.423
0.453
0.308
0.083
0.412
0.505

Total
GLay

Total
Silt

Total
Sand

18.12

43.36

22.53

28.40
22.14

50.38
59.49
58.68

12.5
9.8

16.99

56.91
56.99
70.55

7-3
7.26
4.3

55.54
37.12
54.89

5.71

24.02
28.81

27.58
27.96
30.94
52.67

42.86

2.76
2.38
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the Seymour profile^

It is unlikely that all of the clay in these separates

vias formed in the A and C horizons of this soil.

If it had formed in place,

one t/ould expect a proportionally greater amount of the superfine and meditun
clay in the surface sample or a greater percentage of the coarse clay fraction
(2-0.2 micron size) in the B and C horizon samples.

Since neither of the

above conditions are found, these data indicate that colloids of the super
fine and medim claj' sizes have moved from higher to lower horizons in the
Seymour profile.

No movement of larger particles is evident.

No significant difference in the amount of superfine or mediian clay is
shown between the Ivfonona and Sharpsburg profiles.

No significant difference

in the coarse clay separate is shown between any of the soil profiles used in
this study.

The medium silt fraction (5-20 micron) has a tendency to increase

and both the coarse silt fiaction (20-50 micron) and the sand fraction
(greater than 50 microns) decrease in the direction Monona to Sharpsburg to
Seymour,
I&rtial total chemical analysis of silt and clay separates,

A partial

total analysis was made on the superfine clay, coarse clay, medium silt and
coarse silt fractions of the IVIonona and Seymour profiles, and on the C2 hori
zon sample from the Ida profile.
The conventional method used for total chemical analjrais is the sodium
carbonate fusion (30)•

However, in this study it was desired to determine

the non-replaceable sodium edong with calcium, magnesium and potassium.

In

order to accomplish this v/ith one fusion, a method of fusing with hydrofluoric
acid TOS adopted (42),
The procedure may be briefly described as follows,
samples were \ised throughout.

Approxiiaately 1 gram

Each ignited sample was, fused twice with the
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HF-H2S0]|-HCa. mixture.

The sesq.xiioxide3 were double precipitated and saved

for future determinations.

The iiHiiganese was precipitated and filtered off.

Aiiguots of the filtrate were taken for calcivan, magnesium, potassium, and
sodium.

The calcium was precipitated as the oxalate and titrated with potas

sium permanganate.

The magnesivttn in the filtrate from the calcium determina

tion was precipitated as the magnesium ammonium phosphate.

The magnesium was

determined indirectly by determining the phosphorus present by the molyhdateblue colorimetric method (30),

Potassium was determined by the hexanitrodi-

phenylamine method of lawton (21) and sodium was determined by the magnesitmiiiranylacetete method of Willard and Diehl (42),

The results for non-replace-

able Ch, Ivfe, Ife', and K are presented in Table 6,

Iron determinations were

made on. the superfine and coai'se clay fractions.

The results for total iron

are presented in Table 9*
The data in Iteible 6 show that the clay fractions of these soil profiles
do not contain appreciable q[uantities of either calcium or sodivmi.
conforms to the present-day concepts of clay minerals (10, 31)

This
that calcium,

and sodium do not occur as major constituents in clays.
On the other hand, Table 6 shows that the magnesium and potassium con
tent of the clay fractions is appreciable.

Jfegnesivm is considered to play

an important role as the ion in the octahedral position in clay minerals
(10, 31).

Potassium also is thought to play an important role in the compo

sition of some clay minerals as the ion which holds the sheets of the clay
mineral together (10, 31)*
In all of the different horizons the potassium content in the superfine
clay fraction is much lower than it is in the coarse clay fraction.

The

magnesium content of the superfine and coarse clay fractions is more nearly
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Table 6
lartial-Total Analysis of Silt and day Fractions
of Profiles along Traverse No. 1

Soil
P65~6

Size Fraction
in
Microns

< .06

2-^2
3-20
20-50
P145-1

^ .06
2-.2
5-20

P145-3

< .06

P145-16

PI62-1

P162-11

»

If
n

R

B2

ti
n
II

< .06
2-»2
5-20
20-50

G2
fi
9

< .06

< .06
2-.2
5-20
20-50
< .06
2-»2

5-20
20-50

n
R
ti

Total
K

Total

o.,65
2.32

0..86
0.78
O..67

0»0

0.01

0.03
o»53

1»05

0.43

0.50

1.13

0,80
0^74

0.03
0.02

0,.01
0.12

1.2
0,0

203
IJ1.6

Monona Silt Loam
A1
0.91
0-3
9
R
2.i|4

2-^
5-20
20-50

2-»2
5-20
PI62-6

Horison De-pth
Ida Silt Loam
C2
15-lB

H

R
6-9
R
n
tt

R
n
M

1^88
0.99
1-93
2.15
l»4
0^67
2»02
2.11

Seymour 3ilty Clay Loam
0,20
A1
0-3
B
n
1»87

0.34
0,02
0.03
0.26

0^0
0,0
0.24
0.0
0,0
0.21
0.20
0.0
0.0

0.0
0..21
1.07
0,0
0.03
1.01
0.97

0.30

1.33
1^01

ft

1»59

H
H

0.36
2,.03

m
n
w
Upper C2 30-33

1^1

oaa

n

1.28
0.51
2..28

0,06
O»63
0.50
0.24
O.Jk2

II

n

fl

fl

n

1#.91
1.34

0.2

0»30

15-18

II

Total

1.04
0.76
0,29
0..21
1..01
0.50
0.25
0.19
0.21
0.48
0.14
O»63
0..69

B2

Total
Ck

0.39
0,03
0,03
o»38
0.42

0.47

0.19

ia5
lao
0.02

oa6
1.17

ia5

0.03
0.20
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eq.ual.

In the Monona profile and the C2 horizon of ths Ida profile, there

is a tendency for the nagnesiian content to be lower in. the coarse clay frac
tion than in the superfine clay fraction.

However, this tendency seems to

be reversed in the Seymour A and B horizon sang^les.
These data in Table 6 show some interesting relationships when compari
sons are niade between the Monona and Seymour profiles.

The comparisons can

be made only if we assume that the composition of the loessial material v/as
identical over the entire area.

No mineralogical data is available at the

present time to substanciate such an assumption, but it is believed that the
composition of the material was similar enough to allow the comparisons.
The i)ercent of non-replaceable Ck, 1%, Ifei and K in the silt and day sepa
rates is lower in nearly every instance in the Seymour profile vdien corres
ponding size fx'actions of corresponding horizons are compared.

For instance,

if we take the mediimi silt fraction of the A horizon as an example, vre fine
the foilowingJ
Jor
For
For
and for

magnesium-—potassium——
calcium-——
sodium

0,3*^
l,,8a%
0.34^
1,2 %

inin
in
in

Monona
Konona
Monona
Monona

and
and
and
and

0,21%
1.591?
0,21^
1,0?^

in
inin
in

Seymour
SejTEour
Seymour
Seymour

Similar comparisons between the clay separates in the A horizon and in all of
the silt and clay separates of the other horizons in general follow this
trend.

However, the greatest differences are found in the A horizon samples

and the smallest differences are foxond in the C horizon samples.

In fact,

the data for the corresponding size fractions in the C horizoijs show that
nearly eq.ual percentages of Ck, Mg,

and K are foiand in the two profiles.

The data for the 0 horizon separates of the Seymoxir profile seems to
indicate that this horizon has not weathered as fast as the other two hori
zons in that profile.

This apparent lack of weathering may possibly be due
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to loc5al conditions dui-ing the v/eathering period.

The Seymour soil profile

has been developed from thin loess over a plastic gmbotil layer which is
of Kaasan glacial age.

The C horizon of this soil exhibits high contrast

mottlings which are taken as an indication that a high or intermittent TTater
table was present during at least a part of its development.

The high T^ater

table nay be diie in part to lateral movement of water on top of the gumbotil
horizon and the saturation of the loess layer during periods of high rain
fall,

This condition of a high water table v/ould prevent the removal of

weathering pi-oducts.

The lateral moving water would also probably contain

cations which would partially or wholly saturate the clay complex.

Further,

it is possible that after the B horizon of this soil load developed to a
point where it had become less permeable to the downward movement of water,
that the weathering processes in the layer below the B horizon would be
-Slowed down appreciably because of the lack of water movement and consequent
lack of removal of the weathering products.

These two conditions working to

gether could conceivably retard the weathering processes to a considei'Hble
extent.
It is interesting to compare the data for the composition of the clay
fractions in Tables 6 and 8 with data given by Hoss and Hendricks (3I) for
pure clay minerals,

Ebta are presented by these authors (3I) for minerals

belonging to the Ifentmorillonite group of clay minerals and for the niite
group of clay minei'als.

The Montmorillonite group is represented by the

ttontmorillonite-beidellite aeries and Nontronite,
sented by the illite clay mineral.

The Illite group is repre

Their data are as followsj

For analyses of 54 different san5)les of the montmorillonitebeidellite series the extremes in percent of magnesivmi as MgO are
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0,l6 percent and 8,.27 percent.
3 to 5 percent IvIgO.

The majority of the analysis show

The extremes in percent potassium as K2O are

0,04 percent and 1,0 percent.
less than 0,5 percent K20,

The majority of the analysis show

The extremes in the percent calcium

as CkO varies from none to 3,72 percent.

The majority cf the

•palues for ChO show 1,0 and 2,0 percent CfeO,

The extremes in per

cent in percent sodium as 14120 are none and 3,02 percent.
majority of values for lifei20 are below 0,5 percent.

The

The percent

iron as ^620^ varies from 0,06 percent to 8,.68 percent.

The ma

jority of the values are from 2,0 to 4*0 percent.
For analysis of I3 samples of nontronite the magnesium as
hlgO varies from a tx^ce to 0,62 percent.
values shoirm are below 0,2 percent MgO,

The majority of the
Potassium and sodium v/ere

determined separately on only one sample.
as K2O is 0,32 percent.
cent,

The value for potassi-um

The value for sodium as ^£0 is 0,24 per

Combined values of sodium and potassium are reported on

three samples.

These combined values are 0,55» 0*52, and a trace.

Values for sodium and potassium on the remainder of the samples
are not reported.

The values for calcium as C^O varies from a

trace to 2,9 percent.
to 2,0 percent.

The majority of the values vary from 1,0

The percent of iron in these samples vary from.

13,08 to 30*32 percent FegC^.

The najority of the values are

shown betv/een 20,0 and 30.0 percent Fe202,
Ross and Hendricks (31) do not give analyses for the illite
group of clay minerals but state that this group is higher in
potassium than the other clay minerals.

On a basis of a large

- 63 number of analyses, according to these authors, the illite
group contains about 6 percent of potassium, the •variation
in potassium content genemlly being snail.
It should be pointed out that exchangeable cations were removed from
the clay fractions used in this study.

The analysis shov/n by Ross and Hen

dricks for samples from natural clay deposits may show a considerable per
cent of ions which were present in the exchange positions of the clays and
thus actually not a part of the clay lattice.

This fact probably explains

why considerable amounts of calcium and sodium ai-e reported in some of their
samples,
The data in Table 6 show values that are intermediate in all respects
when compared with those of Ross and Hendricks,

The values for the clays in

the present study are lower in iragnesium content than those reported for the
montmorillonite-beidellite series and higlier tiian that reported for the non
tronite member.

The potassium content of the clays in the present study is

higher than that found in,the montmorillonite-beidellite series and non
tronite member but considerably lower than that foimd in the illite-like
clay minerals,

Tlie iron content of the soil clays analyzed in the present

study is much lower than that reported for the nontronite clay mineral but
is slightly higher than the nnjority of the values reported for the
montmorillonite-beidellite series (30),.

From the chemical data given in

Table 6 it would seem that the soil clays analyzed in this study contain a
mixture of clay minerals.

However, the data indicate that the greater per

centage of these clay minerals probably belongs to the montm-orillonitebeidellite series,
Cktion exchanp:e capacity of clay semrates.

The cation exchange capa

city was determined on each of the superfine and coarse clay fractions of
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the Monom and Sejinour pi'ofiles and on the C2 horizon of the Ida profile.
The clays were saturated v/ith calcium, washed free of excess calcium acetate
and the excliangeable calcium vias then removed v/ith ammonium acetate,

Chlcium

was precipitated as the oxalate and titrated v/ith 0.05N potassiimi penranganate.

The results are given in T^ble 7«
These results shov>r some striking differences in the cation exchange

capacity of the profile separates v/hen compared with the differences in de
velopment of the soil profiles,

Tlie exchange capacity of the Al, B2 and 02.

horizons of the Monona profile is higher tlian are corresponding horizons in
the Seymour profile.
fraction.

This tendency is not so pronounced in the coarse clay

Comparisons cannot be made between these two soils and the Ida

soil because their environment has been different.

However, it is interest

ing to note that the exchange capacity of the superfine clay in the Ida C2
horizon is about the same as that of the Seymoxir C2 horizon, but that the
coarse clay fraction has an exclaange capacity higher than either coarse clay
fraction of the I&nona or Seymour C2 horizon.
The data indicate that within the profile the exchange capacity in
creases with depth,.

There is an indication that this may be true for the

coarse clay fraction also, but the trend is not great.
The exchange capacities (M,E,/100 grams) of known clays as reported by
Grim (9) are as follows:.
libntmor il 1onite
Attapulgite
Illite
Eaolinite

60-100
23-30
20-40
3-15

From the cation exchange values presented in Table

7

it would seem that the

superfine clay is predominantly of the montmorillonite group of clay minerals.
There is a very good indication that the amoimt of kaolinite is very low if
it is present at all in the superfine fractions.

The exchange capacity of
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the Al horizon of the Sej-mour soil is significantly lower than any of the
other superfine c3.ay fractior^.

There is a possibility that it contains

some of the clay minei^ls v/hich have a lo?/er exchange capacity.

This is fv.r-

Table 7
Chtion Exchange Capacity of days from Profiles
along Traverse No. 1
laboratory
Number

Soil Type

P63-6
PI45-I

Ida silt loam
Monona silt loam

PI45-3
PI45-I6
PI62-1
PI62-6
PI62-11

tl

B

Horizon
Designation

B

n
a
n
Seymour silty clay
loam

« ff

B

11

«

Qalciim nethod.

0.06 Microns

2,0-C,2
crons

C2
A1
22
( £

81*
86

54
33

94
97

33

A1

49
79

35
35
44

22
C2

81

48

Reported as in,e«/100 grams

ther indicated by the lovrer values of non-replaceable potassium and nagnesiuia in this separate when it is compared with the same sise separate of the
loT7er layers of the Seymour pi-ofile.
Differential therml analysis of the clay sexarates.

The clay minerals

have been found to give characteristic exothermic and endothermic reactions;
when heated (10, 13)•

The intensity of the peaks and valleys can be mea

sured by the deflection of a sensitive galvonometer when the heating rate
of the clay sample is compared with the heating rate of an inert substance,
Alundutc. is a suitable substance for use in mailing these comparisons.
The non-replaceable cation content and the base exchange capacity of the
different clay fractions have indicated that certain types of clay minerals
are probably absent in these samples.

These data also indicate that certain

other day minerals are present in major amounts.

It vras thought that dif

ferential thermal analysis of these samples should show whether or not these
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assumptions are true and perhaps give some other clues for fui-ther deter
mining the kinds of clay minerals present.

It is possible to make only

q.ualitative determimtions with the differential therml procedure at the
present time.
Differential therml curves were run on the coarse and superfine clay
fractions of the Monona and Seymour profiles and on the C2 horizon of the
Ida profile using an apparatus similar to that reported by Grim and Rowland
(10) and by Hendricks and Alexander (13)»

The apparatus used in this study

employed a visual galvonometer rather than an automatic recording devise,
The rate of heating employed vtas 12,5°C, per minute.
one minute intervals.

Readings were taken at

This apparatixs produced diagrams of known clays which

were similar to those reported for like clays by other workers (10, 13),
Differential thermal curves of four known clays are given in Figvire 7,

Dif

ferential thermal curves for the soil clay samples prepared in this study
are presented in Figure 8,
The origin of each of the known clays from which the therml diagram
shown in Figure 7 were obtained is as follows j
Montmorillonite—
Eaolinite

^AnHragosa, Cklifornia (C, S. Ross)

— — _ r , t , Vanderbilt Co., New York, n , Y,

Illite

Grundy Co., Ill, (R, E, Grim)

Nontronite

Sandy Ridge, N, C, (S, B, Hendricks)

An endothermic reaction at 500-550°C, is found in all of the clay sam
ples from the Prairie profiles tinder study.

It is more pronounced in both

the coarse and superfine clays of the Seymour Profile than in those of the
Monona profile.

An endothermic reaction at this tenperatixre is given by

clays of the Montmorilonite, Illite and Eaolinite groups of clay minerals

- 6? -

ffeolinite

Illite

i-.'oafcnorillonits
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(10, 13)•

The intensity of the reaction is much greater for clays of the

Kaolinite group than for clays of the other groups.
An endothermic reaction at 625-630°C, is indicated in the superfine
clays of the Monona profile but does not occur in the superfine clay sepa
rates of the Seymour profiles.

This reaction is characteristically found

in the high-nagnesiuai montmorillonite clay minerals (10, 13),
From the data in Tables 6 and 8 and Figures 7 and 8 the follovdng are
indicated J.
(a) For the superfine clay separates:

The endothermic reaction at

625°C, in the clays of the Lbnona profile indicate that a high-magnesium
montmorillonite mineral is present.

It is interpreted that the high mgne-

sium montmorillonite is not present in the Seymour profile.

There is an in

dication from the endothermic reaction at 525°C, that clay minerals of the
-illite, nontronite and kaolinite types of clay mineials nsy be present in
each of the samples.

On the basis of differential thermal data it is not

possible to knov? whether one, two or all of these clay minerals are present.
There is a tendency for the intensity of the endothermic reaction to be
greater in the Seymour profile and a tendency for the intensity to increase
with depth in each of the profiles.

The amount of each of these clay miner

als in the samples cannot be known from these data but from the cation ex
change TOlues

there is an indication that isaolinite is absent or present in

extremely small amotmts.

The exchange -value found for PI62-1 indicates tlaat

it may have a greater amoimt of a low exchange type of clay mineral than does
the B and C horizon samples of the Seymour profile,
(b) For the coarse clay separates;

Each sample of both the Ibnona and

Seymour profiles shovj evidence of the presence of clay minerals belonging to

Table 8
Total Iron,, Free Iron Oxides and lattice Iron Present in the
Clay Separates of Profiles along Trarerse No. 1

Soil

GLay Separate
in I<Iicrons

Horizon
Desigmtion

Percent Free
Percent Total Fe
Calculated aa Fe203 Iron Oxides

Percent Fe
in GLay Lattice
(Cklc, as Fe203)

P63-6

0..06

G2

PI45-I

0»06

A1

10,50

5»09

5.41

Pl45-'3

0,06

B2

10.35

2,49

7.86

P145-16

0.06

C2

13.0

4.3

8.7

PI62-1

0.06

A1

8.25

8,1

0.15

PI62-6

0.06

B2

10,02

5.9

4.12

PI62-11

0.06

upper C2

10.91

5.0

5.-91

P63-6

2,0-0.2

C2

8,92

P145-I

2..0-0»2

M

7-5

1.75

5.75

P145-3

2.,0-0.2

B2

8,17

2.7

5.47

P145-16

2.0-0»2

C2

8.36

3.0

5.36

PI62-1

2..0-0,2

A1

6»ii2

2»0

4.42

PI62-6

2.0-0,2

B2

8..83

4.1

4.73

PI62-11

2..0-0,2

upper C£

5^85

1.3

4.75

2,85
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the nontronite, illite and kaolinite types of clay minerals.

Here again it

is impossible to know whether one, two or all three types are present in the
clays.

However, on the basis of the relatively high cation exchange values

and the high percentage of non-replaceable potassium it is suspected that
considerable amounts of illite may be present.

The high cation exchange

capacity and the absence of an extreme endothermic reaction at

in

dicates that Isaolinite is absent or present in very small q.uantities.

There

is a tendency towards a greater endothermic reaction in the Seymour profile
which along vdth the lower cation exchange capacity might indicate that a
very small amotmt of kaolinite has formed in that soil.
Determination of free iron oxides in the clay separates.

Only slight

differences have been shown between the clay separates within each profile
and betvfeen profiles by the differential thermal analysis procedure.
-

Yet

significant differences liave been shovm by the cation exchange data and total
analysis data.

Since the superfine clay fractions have a yellowish-red color

it seems that some of the differences might be due to differences in the
amount of free iron oxides present in the different samples.

If a consider

able amount of free iron oxide is present, it would act as a dilution factor
and influence the values previously reported for the clay fractions.
The free iron oxides of the superfine and coarse clay fractions of the
Monona and Seymour profiles were determined by the method employed by Dion
(8),

Some modifications were made on Dion's method.

The procedure followed

in this study consisted of treating the clays with ammonium tartrate, in a
beaker lined with aluminum powder, until the free iron oxides in the sairple
were dissolved, as evidenced by the gray color of the clay.

The solution was

filtered, acidified vfith nitric and hydrochloric acid and evaporated to dry-
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ness on a steam hot plate.

The tartrate v/hich remained isras destroyed by

heating in a muffle furnace at 6oo°C,

The iron oxide was dissolved in sul

furic acid and titrated v/ith perman^nate after the solution \vas passed through
a Jones reductor.

The results are presented in Table 8 along with data of

non-replaceable iron present in these separates.

The column in Table 8 which

shows "lattice iron—calculated as Fe203'' was obtained by assuming that the
total non-replaceable iron minus the iron as free iron oxides is eq.ual to the
iron present as an integral part of the clay lattice.
These data show for the superfine fraction that the percent of total
iron reported as Fe20^ is greater in the corresponding horizons of the LSonona
profile than it is in the Seymour profile., However, the data show that the
percent of free iron oxides is greater in nearly every case in the fraction
from the corresponding horizons of the Seymour profile than it is in those of
- the Ivtonona profile.

This indicates that the percent of iron in the clay

lattice is greater in the superfine clay separates of the lilonona profile than
it is in the Seymour profile.
From these data there is some indication that there has been an accumu
lation of free iron oxides in the sui'face layer of both the Monona and Sey
mour- profiles.

There is an indication that the amount of iron present in the

clay lattice of the Seymour profile has become lower as a result of weather
ing,

There is also an indication that the amount of lattice iron is less in

the A horizon samples than it is in the B and C horizon samples.

This would

suggest the possibility that the weathering since the end of the loess de
position period has been considerable.

However, the percent free iron oxides

present in the Seymour profile is not sufficient to greatly influence by
dilution the values found in the total analysis or cation exchange deteimimtions.
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Fotassiimi-release study of profiles along Traverses 2^ and 2_

It has already been shown that there are differences in the chemical and
physical make-up of the soils along the traverse.

However, the data which

show the total non-replaceable cations in the silt and clay fractions have
' required much time in the prepaiation of samples and in carrying out the
chemical analyses, and it seemed desirable to attempt to develop a method on
the whole soil which would give some criteria of the degree of chemical
weathering of the different soils.

Such a method would req.uire less time and

would allow the analysis of more samples in a given period of time.
It was decided to temporarily store in a moist condition duplicate 10gram samples of the Al, B2 and (2 horizons of profiles sampled along tra
verses 1 and 2 and to leach them at intervals to determine the amount of potassiiam released from the potessium-bearing minerals to a fom in v/hich it
was exchangeable with the leaching solution used.

These samples were stored

in a saturated atmosphere at a constant tempeiature of 26,5°C, -h 1°,

Gooch

crucibles, the bottom lined with finely divided asbestos, were ixsed as the
storage containers.

The soils were leached with 2^0 ml, of approximately

0,05 normal acetic acid in increments of 10 ml,, letting each separate in
crement pass completely through before another vras added.
The first leaching gives a measiare of the amount of exchangeable potas
sium present in each sample.

This -value has been interpreted (2, 36,

43)

to

represent an eq.uilbrium between the readily and difficultly available potas
sium and is considered as that form of potassium which is easily available
to plants for growth.

The length of time for this equilibrium to be attained

is not definitely known but data by lawton and Pierre (22) indicates that it
will be attained if hydrogen-saturated soils are incubated for a 12 month

T
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period.
After leaching, the samples viere -washed twice vdth distilled water to
wash out excess acetic acid and the hydrogen-saturated soil was stored for
60 days and releached.

This procedure was followed for three leaching

periods and then since the amount of potassium released v/as so small, it vras
decided to store the samples for a 120 day period before leaching again.
The potassium was determined using the hexanitrodiphenylamine method
according to the procedure of Lawton (21),

The results are presented in

Tables 9 and 10,
There is a significant difference in the amount of exchangeable potas
sium in the surface layer of these soils when compared v/ith distance from
the loess source.

Along Traverse No, 1 the amount of exchangeable potassivim

found in the surface layers of the profiles is as followsj
-loam, which is 0,1 mile from the river bottom, there v/as

In the Ida silt

739

pounds per acre.

In the Ivlonona silt loam profile, which was 20 miles from the river bottom^,
there was 817 pounds per acre.

In the lifershall silt loam profile, t/hich

was taken 55 Mies from the river bottom, there was I368 pounds per acre.
In the Sharpsburg silty clay loam profile,, which was taken 98 miles from the
river bottom, there was 1224 poxinds per acre.

In the Grvindy silty clay loam

profile, vfhich was taken 155 miles from the river bottom, there was 233 pounds
per acre.

In the Seymour profile, v/hich vias taken I70 miles from the river

bottom, there was 440 pounds per acre.

It is not known why the exchangeable

potassium content of the Grundy series was found to be as low as it is.
woxxld seem the value found for that profile should be between the values
found for the Sharpsbiirg and Seyiaour series.
In the samples below the surface sample along Traverse No, 1, there

It

Table 9
K* Release from Profiles along Traverse

No.

1

Release No. 4
Depth Exchangeable Release No, 1 Release No. 2 Release No.
///A
///A
Profile
in
K
H-/-^
60 days
day 60 days day 60 days day 120 da.ys day
Inches
in
No..
Ida Silt Loam
.88
.80
140
2,34
48
P63-I
0-3
33
39
.49
739
1.17
73
1.22
80
70
12-15
1.33
275
.33
39
-k
82
.68
1..22
60
1,00
66
1.1
-6
18-21
276
73
Monona Silt Loam
60
38
.30
»83
S17
153
2.55
30
.97
P145-I
0-3
—
42
88
1.47
56
6-9
432
•33
.93
-3
,60
.27
24
32
.40
24-27
150
54
.90
36
-9
12
21
.10
126
-16 54.-60
48
.,80
18
.30
.33
.28
188
88-110
• 63
•40
-17
45
.75
24
34
39
l&rshall Silt Loam
1368
P67-1
40
175
1.91
45
0-3
.73
37
.33
.93
22
18-21
23
283
38
.63
25
.42
.19
.37
-7
.22
.18
21
236
26
.43
13
-14
39-42
33
.33
Sharps burg Silty day Loam
.82
228
3.8
132
1224
83
.70
PI63-I
0-3
.33
49
298
.38
74
1.23
56
-13 34-37
44
.73
45
.93
202
21
.18
60
1.0
19
.32
-17 46-49
33
.33
Grxindy Silty GLay Loam

P69-1

-9

-12
-22

PI62-1
-6
-9
-11

0-2
22-25

31-34
61-64
0-3
15-18
24-27
30-33

233
293
300
133
440
87
152
168

33
65
77

56
Seymour
114
65
92
64

.92
1,08
1.29
.93

11

58
40
27

.18
.97
.67

.45

Silty Ca.ay Loam
1.90
57
.93
1..08
68
1.13
1.54
32
.33
1»07
27
.45

12

.1

37
34
37

.45
.93

34

.90

16

»93

39

.28
.13
.33

34

.90

48
34
31
33

27

—

30

38

* Pounds per acre represents pounds per 2,000,000 pounds of soil

.30
.63

.40

.45
•26
.29

Table' 10
K- Release Study along Traverse IJo,. 2

Exchangeable Release No. 1 Release No.. 2 Release No. 3 Release No. 4
K
#/A
#/A
#/A
#/A
#/A , #/A
f//A
m
60 days
day 60 days day 60 days day 60 days day
in #/A*
Ida Silt Loam
.22
26
658
0-3
56
0.93
8
0.13
0.5
30
182
.22
11-14
13
0..22
13
67
58
•56
0.97
166
20-23
.81
0.0 0.0
4
0.7
0.98
59
97
Monona Silt Loam
0-3
119
1.98
69
1.32
1.75
795
.37
79
44
18-21
100
0»22
.08
24
0.40
10
0.17
13
9
162
21
.18
43
0.72
10
0.17
0.40
24
30-33
Ifershall Silt Loam
60
0-3
106
1»77
58
52
0.87
950
0.97
.50
250
21
0»35
22
0.72
38-41
0.37
17
.14
43
217
.12
30
0.50
9
0.42
0.15
25
55-58
14
Ivfeirshall Silt Loam
1262
61
180
3.0
98
1.63
0-3
56
.50
.93
289
16
0.42
.52
34
0.57
25
31
.13
30-33
22
264
.16
0.15
30
o»5
9
39-42
19
•37
fershall Silt Loam
0-2
1.2
110
1.83
72
1.00
696
56
.47
59
27-30
0*55
55
0.92
33
0.33
339
35
»55
39
.22
26
0.65
.32
43-46
351
40
0,67
39

profile
Depth
No.
159-1
-5

-8

P66-1
-8

-12
558-1
-14
-20
171-1
-11
-14
P57-1
-10
rl5

Sharpsburg Silty day Loam

P6i-I
-11
-15

0-3
30-33
42-45

304

168
51

2.80
0..85

76
24

1»27
0^4

264

32

0.53

13

0.22

1038

84
35
30

* Founds per acre represents pounds per 2,000,000 pounds of soil

1.4
.55
.50

54

.45

26
14

.22
.12
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seems to be no significant trend betv/een the exchangeable potassium content
and the distance from the loess source.

The values for the subsixrface samples

are considerably lower than the values found in the surface layer.
values tend to decrease ¥dth depth in each profile.

The

The lowest value fotind

was in sample PI62-6 v^hich is the layer in the Seymour profile vdth the
greatest clay accumulation.

The value found is 87 pounds per acre.

In

general, the amount of exchangeable potassium in the subsxirface samples along
Traverse No, 1 are between 200-300 poxmds per acre.
One might speculate as to the relationship between the exchangeable potas
sium in the surface samples of the different profiles at varying distances
from the river bluff.

The non-replaceable potassium content of the soil

separates near the bluff (see data for the Ifonona profile in Table 6) is
higher than for similar fractions in the Seymour profile.

In addition, the

potassium-bearing minerals are probably less weathered in the I,Ionona soils
which occur nearer the bluff than in the Seymour soils which occur at a dis
tance of more than I50 miles from the river blioff,

This would indicate that

the soils near the bluff shoiild have the greater exchangeable potassium con
tent,

However, the factor of specific surface must be considered.

Since the

percent sand decreases and the percent 2 micron clay increases with distance
from the river bluff, the specific surface increases with distance from the
river bluff.

Other things being eq.ual, an increase in specific surface

should increase the amount of potassiim weathered out of a unit volwae of
soil and thiis increase the exchangeable potassium eqLuilibrium of the soil.
However, it will bs seen (see Table 6) that as the specific surface increases,
the percent of non-replaceable potassiiua decreases.

Apparently an optimum

condition exists in the Ifeirshall and Sharpsburg soil series for an equilibrixm
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which gives the greater amount of exchangeable potassium in these profiles
than in either the profiles nearer the river bluff or in the profiles farther
from the river bluff.
In a close check of the procedure \:sed subseq.uent to the original deter
mination, samples were leached, in increments, with 250 ml, of 0,05 N acetic
acid and releached immediately several times v/ith like amounts to determine
whether or not some of the differences found were really solution values and
not true release values.

It was foiand that leaching with 250 ml, of the 0,05

N acetic acid left small quantities of potassium in the samples.

This small

amotmt of potassium was removed YJhen the samples were releached immediately.
It was possible to remove all the exchangeable potassium with the second
leaching of all but the surface samples of the profiles.
tion of K from the samples.

There was no solu

Therefore, it is probable that the -values of the

exchangeable potassitm are slightly low and that the values for Release No, 1
are too high.

The values for the other release periods should be valid

measurements, because the leaching solution v/as found to remove all of the
exchangeable potassium from the soil if the amount present was not high.
The amount of potassium released in Release periods 2 and 3 indicate
that for most samples an equilibria had been reached in the 60 day period.
The exceptions to this seem to be the Ida silt loam profiles (P63 and P59)*
In these two profiles the amount of potassium released seemed to be increas
ing with each release period.
cept for sample P59-lf

These profiles were calcareous throughout ex

it is believed that after the second leaching with

the 0,05 N acetic acid that the excess calcium carbonate had been leached
out allovfing for a more rapid breakdown of the potassium bearing minerals
, during subsequent storage periods.

T
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At the end of the third

6o

day moist storage period it vias decided to

allow the samples to weather for 120 days.

10, show the release during that period.

Release Ko,

4»

Tables

9

In general, the longer period did

not release greater amounts of potassium than viere released during the
day period,.

60

and

60

The amounts released checli very closely T/ith the previous two

day intervals.

No explanation is given for this data except that there

is the possibility that the amount of potassium released in this and pre
vious storage periods attained an equilibrium rather rapidly and that subseQLuent release was slov;.
The effect of the amount of clay in the horizon on the attainment of the
equilibria is brought out in general by the Grundy and Seymour soils and
specifically by

PI62-6

which has 53*2 percent less than 2 micron material.

This horizon, although extremely low in exchangeable potassium shows a re
lease of potassium nearly egual to its original exchangeable potassium con
tent in a

60

day period.

The sumnHtion of the amount of potassium released in the

300

day inter

val over which this study was made indicates that potassivim equal to from
one-third to two-thirds of the original exchangeable potassium values iias re
leased,

It shows that there were no significant differences in the amount

released for the profiles along the traverse.
At the beginning of the release study it isas thought that some dif
ferences in the capacity of the soils along this traverse v/ould be found.
The fact that there is no significant difference in the K-release capacity
of these soils w^hich differ greatly in their morphology, indicates that the
differential weathering of soils along the traverse under study has not been
great enough to cause the breakdown of all of the more easily weatherable
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K-bearing minerals.

This study indicates that the capacity of these loess-

derived soils to replenish the potassium used by crops is considerable.

It

may also explain why responses to potassium fertilization on these soils has
not shoTirn significant increases,*

It seems that such a method of evaluating

the chemical status: of soils may give data which is of importance when sup
ported with other physical and chemical data.

It does not indicate that it

will be of great value when used alone to characterise the degree of v/eathering of the loess-derived Prairie soils along this traverse.

•Unpublished data, Agronomy Department, IOTEI State Oollege
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DISCCBSION

The soils of the gently undulating uplands formed from Peorian loess
along Traverse No. 1 comprise a group of soils similar to the "maturity
series" reported by Bray (3, 4) except for the difference in the topographic
position of the soils studied.

The soils studied by Bray (3,

4)

were the

flat members of the soil types of the area in Illinois in v;hich his study
was made.
An effort has been made throughout this study to keep as many of the
Soil forming factors constant as possible.

The type of vegetation, types of

micro-organisms and relief has been kept constant insofar as possible through
out the traverses.

The soil forming factors which have been -variable in this

study are time and parent mterial.

The parent material is not alike along

this traverse because it differs in the particle size distribution of the
loessial material.
river bluff.

There is predominantly more sand and less clay near the

The percent sand decreases and the percent clay increases with

distance from the bluff.

The effective time during which the soils along

Traverse No, 1 have been weathering has also been different.

Since it is

probable that the solum (taken at 30 inches for this comparison) of the
Monona profile has been deposited in a shorter period of time than has the
solxm of the Seymour profile, the effective time during which these soils
have been weathering may be expressed as follov/s;
for the Monora profile - effective time equals T^ +

T2

for the Seymoiir profile - effective time eq,uals Tj^ 4T/here Tj^ equals the years since the cease of loess deposition, I2 equals
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the length of time diiring which loess v/as being deposited^ and the numerical
figures represent the proportional part of T2 during which the solum of each
of these soils \vbs being deposited (assuming eq.ml loess deposition over the
entire area during time T2)«
The study indicates that the loessial material deposited on the uplands
has been fractionated by wind action and deposited according to a rather defi
nite pattern both from the stendpoint of loess depth and the average particle
size at varying distances from the ivlissouri River bottom.

It also indicates;

that the main source of supply of the material was the wide bottom of the
Missouri River,

This does not exclude deposition from other sources.

It is

entirely probable that sdhII amounts of dust .were brought into and deposited
in the area studied from farther north and west, but it is believed that the
amount of such deposits vias small.

At any rate, it vras unmeasureable in this

study,
From the loess thicloaess data from both lom and Ivlissouri, it is be
lieved that the general prevailing v/ind direction during loess depositiontime was from the northwest.

This is in accord with Leighton's view (23),

There are a number of things that indicate this northvrest-southeast wind
direction.

First, in a traverse made from west to east in the southern tier

of counties, and not reported in this study, the depth of loess thins much
more rapidly

near the river bliaff in Fremont and lage Counties than it' does

in the counties near the source along Traverses 1 and 2, and then decreases
very gradually in an easterly direction.

Second, there is no measureable in

fluence of loess from the lowan till plain on either of the traverses.

It

is believed if the prevailing winds had been from the west the loess v/ould
not have thinned so rapidly

near its source in comparison to the thinning
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rates along Traverses 1 and 2,

If the prevailing T/inds had been from the

north, it wo\ild have been expected that there would have been a measureable
increase in the depth of loess south of the loi^Qn till plain predominantly
along Traverse No. 1 and to a lesser extent on Traverse No, 2 in Llissouri.
Much of the evidence of the degree of soil development along Traverse
No. 1 is due to the effective time of the parent imterial from which the solum
has developed.

The solum of the Seymour profile, and to a great extent that

of the Grundy profile, vjas deposited at such a slovj rate that it vas completely
leached of basic carbonates and partially y/eathered before the end of the
loess deposition.

On the other extreme, the solum of the Monona series de

veloped on a thick loess deposit did not undergo extensive leaching and
weathering of its material during the deposition period.
I&iny authors (17, 23, 24, 34) bave concluded that the deposition of
loess took place over a long period of time,

Stratificiation of some of the

extremely deep deposits in the western tier of counties in. lova shows very
thin layers v/hich probably are increments of the material laid down either
during one storm, one year of deposition, or one cycle of time favorable to
deposition.
sured,

Most of the increments are so thin that they can hardly be mea

No evidence has been found of such stratification except in the ex

tremely thick deposits.
may have been slow.

This seems to indicate that deposition in this area

If we now assume that the deposition of this Peorian

loess was imiform over the entire period of deposition time, it follows that
the yearly increments were much greater near the loess soiirce than they were
in the area where the total thickness is less than 100 inches.
From the foregoing it would seem that the amount of clay formed during
loess deposition time in the deposits on which the solum of the Seymour pro
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file has developed probably was considerably greater than the amount of clay
formed in the deposits from which the solum of the Monona profile has de
veloped,

Smith

(34) showed that the average particle size of the soil

particles changed in a linear relationship with logarithm of the distance
from the loess source.

On this basis the effect of wind fractionation would

show as much difference betv/een 1 and 10 miles from the source as between 10
and 100 miles, etc,

From this it follov/s that the total effect of fmctiona-

tion between the Grundy and Seyraoxxr profiles 7/ould hardly be a measureable
effect and yet the amount of clay in the lower horizon of the Seymour profile
is measureably greater than it is in the Grundy profile.

In Ifeible 4 compari

sons may be mde between the amount of the different clay separates in the
Monom, Sharps burg and Seymour profiles.

There are no appreciable differ

ences in the 2,0-0,2 micron size fractions between these soils.

The ISonom.

and Sharpsburg profiles show no appreciable differences in the percent of
superfine or medim clay.

However, the B and G horizon samples of the Sey

mour profile show a considerably greater percent of the superfine and medium
clay than do similar horizons of the Monona and Sharpsburg profiles.

The A

horizon of the Seymour profile is lower in superfine and medium clay because
of its movement from that horizon into the lovjer horizons.

The 0 horizon of

the Seymour profile may be higher in these fractions because of this movement
into it from above.

However, it follows that the sum of total clay in the

three horizons of the Seymour profile is considerably greater tlian it is in
either of the other tv/o profiles.

This would indicate that if no movement

had taken place the superfine and medium clay fractions still vrould have been
greater than that of the Ivtonona and Sharpsburg profiles.

It is highly impro

bable that this increase is due entirely to wind segregation.

It is more
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probable that some of it is due to the differential in weathering during the
loess deposition time,
-It is difficult to measure the amount of the changes that have occurred
in the solum of these soils since the time they were deposited.

It is pos

sible to obtain some idea from a comparison of the horizons in the soil solum
T/ith the C horizon samples.

In doing this the assumption must be nade that

the C horizon, samples were not influenced by weathering processes,
this is a valid assumption is a natter of conjecture.

Y/hether

It is possible to use

chemical and physical data on the vjhole soil and on. the silt and clay sepa
rates to determine differences in, the degree of development of the soils along
the traverse.
The mechanical analysis data on the profiles indicate that the amount of
clay movement increases in the direction of thicker to thinner loess.

The

movement of day v/ithin the profiles as presented in Table 4t shows, that the
superfine (less than 0,06 microns in effective diameter) and medium clay

(0,2-0,06 microns in effective diameter) are the only size fiactions which
demonstrate eluviation.

The amount of clay movement in the Monona, Itfershall

and Sharps burg profiles has been small.

The amount of clay movement in the

Grundy and Seymoiar profiles has been considerable,

T'he greater movement in.

these latter profiles has probably been due primarily to the higher percent
of the superfine and medium clay in those profiles, possibly to a lower base
saturation of these clays and to perhaps physical factors, such as cracking
and cleavage planes between the macro-structuial faces, which alloT/ed more
rapid clay movement.

These data indicate that even though the concentration

of clay in the Seymour B2 horizon is great, the amount in the A horizon is
nearly as high as it is in the C2 horizon.

The data would indicate (a) tliat
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probably a part of the clay present in the B horizon vas formed in place, (b)
that a considerable proportion has moved into the horizon from above, and (c)
that the amoimt of clay formed in the A horizon during the weathering process
has been nearly eq.ual to the amount which has moved into the B horizon.
Total chemical analysis on the silt and clay separates of the Iv'bnona
and Seymour profile show that in nearly every instance the percent of nonreplaceable C^, Mg,

and K are lower in the Seymour profile when comparisons

of similar size sepaiates of similar horizons are nade.

The greatest dif

ferences are in the A horizon samples and the snallest differences are in the
C horizon samples.

This a^in shows that the Sej-mour profile is more hi^ly

developed than the Monona and it indicates that there lias been a greater
change chemically in the surface layers.

In making comparisons within each

profile there is a tendency for the percent of each of these ions to be lower
in the A than in the B horizon.

These data v/ould indicate tliat the amount

of weathering in-the surface soil has been greater than for the subsurface
layers,
The clay minerals in these soils have apparently been undergoing some
changes during soil formation.

There is evidence from the cation exchange

values that a greater cliange has occurred in the Seymour than in the Monona
profile.

It fiirther indicates that since the exchange capacity of the super

fine clay increases with depth in the profile that a greater change has oc
curred in the surface layer.

Differential therual analysis, high cation ex

change values and reasonably high values of non-replaceable 1%, 11 and Fe
indicate that the clay mineials present are primarily of the montmorillonitenon-tronite-illite types.
It is interesting to note that although the total chemical analysis of

the silt and clay separates, the cation exchange deterciination on the clay
separates, and the differential thermal curves on^ the clay separates of the
Monona .and Sejinour profiles indicate a greater degree of chemical weathering
in. the Seymour profile, the differences found are not as great as are the
morphological differences observed in the field.

Mechanical analysis and

base exchange data on the v/hole soil also indicate greater differences be
tween these tv/o soils than were fovind in the data on the individual silt and
clay fractions.
The morphological data, chemical analyses and physical analyses data
indicate that the characteristics of the soils along Traverse Ifo. 1 changes
gradually.

The degree of soil development in.creases in the direction. Monona

to Iv&rshall to Sharpsburg to Grundy to Sejonour,

This seems to show that the

soils along this line are related functionally to some soil forming factor or
factors.

The soil character seems to be a function of the thicloiess of the

loess and/or the percent of clay in the parent material*
The data in this study are essentially in agreement with the data ob
tained by Bray (3,

4)

for soils of a similar traverse in Illinois,

Bray fovind

that the soils changed gradually and that they were functionally related to
loess pattern in much the same way as the soils along Traverse No, 1,

Bray

concluded that the most important feature of the v/eathering process was the
formation, and breakdown to smaller size, of silicate colloidial mterial.
He states that the future development in these soils will probably be the
further breakdown of these silicate colloids to oxides of aluminum, iron and
silicon.

From the data presented by Bray there is an indication that the

conditions of v/eathering are more severe in Illinois than along Traverse No, 1,
Y/hen considered as a whole, the data obtained in this study on the soils
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along I'laverse No, 1 indicate that the major soil forming factors in the de
velopment of these soils have been (1) one of cationic eluvation, (2) the
formation and movement of clay within the profiles, and (3) the partial
weathering of the clay minerals in the solxam.

The effective time during

which these processes have been active on the respective parent materials
are the primary causes for the development of these Prairie soils.

The soil

forming process in this area seems to be one which is favorable to the de
velopment of a high cation exchange capacity clay mineral of the montmorillonite-nontronite-illite types.

Althovigh the Seymour series has a zone of

very high clay accimulation and shows considerably lo?/er values for some of
the total non-replaceable cations, there is no indication tliat it has or soon
v/ill lose its characteristic type of clay mineral.
The soils along Tiaverse No. 1 may be described as a sequence according
to the concepts advanced by Jenny (l6),

Jenny has described a sequence of

soils developed under conditions where time has been the only variable soil
forming factor as a "chrono-sequence".

He has described another sequence of

soils developed under conditions where parent material has been the only
variable soil forming factor as a "litho-sequence".

In this study both time

and parent material seem to be variable, and so the sequence of soils along
Traverse No, 1 mdght be called a "chrono-litho-sequence" or a "litho-chronosequence" depending on the variable which has liad the dominating influence.
In the present study it has not been possible to determine which of the two
variables has had the greater effect.
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SW^RY

A study Tvas mde of the distribution of Peorian loess in southwestern
Iowa and of some of the morphological, chemical, and physical differences in
a "chrono-litho-seq.uence" or "litho-chrono-seq.uence" of soils along a traverse
(see Figure 1) throu^ the Peorian loess belt in southwestern lom,
Tlie loess 7ras shown to thin rapidly v/ith distance in the deep loess near
the EBin source of supply and then more and more gradually as the loess depth
decreased.

The Mssouri River bottom is thought to be the main source of

supply of the loessial material, and it is thought that it was deposited over
the land surfaces by winds which ble?/ primarily from the northwest.
Physical and chemical data on the whole soil is presented for six dif
ferent soil types along Traverse No, 1,

This data shows a fractionation of

the loessial material in that predominantly more of the coarser sediments
were deposited nearer the loess source and more and more of the finer parti
cles were deposited with increasing distance from the source.

It further

shows that the soils developed on the deeper loess deposits (Ifcnona, Ivfershall,
Sharps burg) show slight to moderate accumialation of clay in the B horizon
while the Grundy and Seymour profiles which are developed on loess deposits
of less than 150 inches in thickness show a marked accumulation of clay in
the B horizon,
A fractionation-of three of the profiles was made in T/hich the silt was
divided into three fractions by sedimentation and the clay v;as divided into
three fractions by use of the Sharpies supercentrifuge.

It shows that the

superfine clay fraction (less than 0,06 microns in effective diameter) and
to a lesser extent the fine clay fraction (0,2 to 0,06 microns in effective

diameter) were the only size particles which had moved from upper to lower
horizons of the Seymour soil profile.

There was little or no evidence of

clay movement in the Monona and Sharps burg profiles,
A partial total ar^lysis of some of the silt and clay fractions of the
Monom and Seymour profiles vias made in which the non-replaceable Gb,
and

were determined.

K,

These analj'sis show that the solm of the Seymoin-

profile has undergone more weathering than has the solum of the Ifonona pro
file,

The comparison of the C horizon samples of the two soils does not show

the marked difference evident when comparisons of the A and B horizons of the
two soils are mde.

The reason for the lack of evidence of the v/eathering in

the C horizon of the Seymour profile is attributed to the probability that
the heavy gumbotil layer underlying the thin loess deposit on ivhich the Sey
mour soil developed has caiised an intennittend high water table to occur in
the lower part of this soil with the result tliat weathering products were
not carried aiay as they were formed.

Such a condition could conceivably

cause a slowing up of the rate of weathering,
Cfetion exchange determinations and differential theriml curves on. the
superfine and coarse clay separates of the Monona and Seymour profiles indi
cate that the predominant clay minerals present in these soils are of the
montmorillonite-nontronite-illite type,

Y/hen compared to the clay minerals

present in the clay separates of the Monona profile, these data indicate
that the clay minerals present in the clay separates of the Seymour profile
have undergone some change.
This study indicates that the soils along Traverse No, 1 are functiomlly
related to the time and parent naterial factors of soil formation.

The de

gree of soil development is gradational, increasing with decreasing thickness
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of the Peorian loess deposit.

The effective time of soil forriHtion increases

with decreasing thiclaiess of loess.
The soil forming processes moat active in the development of the soil
series along Traverse No. 1 are (1) one of cationic eluviation, and (2) the
fornation and movement of colloidal material in the soil profiles.

These

factors combined vdth the effective time of soil formation and parent material
differences have been the primary causes of the differences in character of
the soils along Traverse No, 1«
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CONaiBIOlB

The conclusions that nay be diavm from this study are as follows:,

1,

The Peorian loess in southwestern Iowa is of eolian origin and had as
its DHin source of supply the vdde flats of the Mssouri River valley,

2,

The loess, very deep near the river bottom, thins according to a defi
nite pattern until the thickness of the material in northcentral and
northeastern Missouri is only 50 inches.

It thins least rapidly in a

northwest-southeasterly direction, which is believed to be the general
prevailing wind direction during the loess deposition period,

3,

The Prairie soils along a northwest-southeast traverse are shown to be
functionally related to two soil forming factors, time and parent naterial.

These soils show a gradational increase in their degree of soil

development with increasing distance from the loess source, v/hich is to
say with decreasing thickness of the loess deposit on which the soil is
developed,

km

A Potassium-release study on the soil profiles taken along Traverses 1
and 2 showed an appreciable amount of potassium released in these sam
ples insofar as replacing that vised by plants is concerned.

In a 300-

day period an amoimt eq.ual to 1/3 to 2/3 of the original replaceable
potassium tas released.

There seems to be little difference in the capa

city to release potassium between the different soils along the tra
verses.
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The accumulation of clay in the B2 horizon v/as shovm to be slight to
moderate in the Ivionona , Iv!^rshall and Sharpsburg soil profiles and to be
more advanced in the Grundy and Seymour soil profiles.

The fractions

less than 0,06 and 0,2-0,06 microns in effective diameter v/ere shovm-to
be the sizes v/hich had moved into the lower horizons.

The clay coarser

than 0,2 microns in effective diameter did not shovj evidence of move
ment,

A partial total analysis of the silt and clay separates from the Monona
and Seymour profiles showed evidence of more extensive v/eathering in
the Sej-mour A and B horizons than in similar horizons of the l,!lbnona pro
file,

The C horizon of the Seymour profile does not show the extreme

differences in weathering as did its other horizons when comparisons are
made with the C horizon of the Monona profile.

This is attributed to

the possible presence of a perched mter table on top of the heavy gumbotil layer over which this soil is developed,.

Cktion exchange determinations, differential themal analysis and a par
tial total chemical analysis of some of the clay separates of the Lfonona
and Seymour profiles indicate that the predominant types of clay minerals
in the soils along Traverse No, 1 belong to the montmorillonite-nontronite-illite types.
present.

There is good evidence that little or no lasolinite is

There is evidence of slight clay mineral breakdown in the Sey

mour profile.

The data when considered as a whole indicates that the major soil form
ing processes in the soils along Traverse No, 1 has been one of (a)
cation eluviation and (b) the formation, and movement of clay within the
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profiles,

With effective time of soil foriiHtion and parent material

differences these factors have been the primrj'' cause of the differ
ences in the character of the profiles found along Traverse No» 1»
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